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AMANDA 

ADAMANCE AAACDEMN adamancy (unyielding hardness) [n -S] 

ADAMANCY AAACDMNY unyielding hardness [n -CIES] 

ADAMANTS AAADMNST ADAMANT, extremely hard substance [n] 

ADYNAMIA AAADIMNY lack of physical strength [n -S] 

DAMIANAS AAADIMNS DAMIANA, tropical American shrub [n] 

EMPANADA AAADEMNP pastry turnover [n -S] 

MANDALAS AAADLMNS MANDALA, Hindu or Buddhist graphic symbol of universe [n] 

TAMANDUA AAADMNTU arboreal anteater [n -S] 

 

ANDREW 

ANSWERED ADEENRSW ANSWER, to say, write, or act in return [v] 

DANEWORT ADENORTW flowering plant [n -S] 

DOWNRATE ADENORTW to make lower in value [v -D, -TING, -S] 

NARROWED ADENORRW NARROW, to make narrow [v] 

PREDAWNS ADENPRSW PREDAWN, time just before dawn [n] 

RAWBONED ABDENORW having little flesh [adj] 

SWANHERD ADEHNRSW one who tends swans (large aquatic birds) [n -S] 

TEARDOWN ADENORTW process of disassembling [n -S] 

UNDERJAW ADEJNRUW lower jaw [n -S] 

UNDERWAY ADENRUWY in progress [adv] 

UNWARMED ADEMNRUW not warmed (to make warm) [adj] 

UNWARNED ADENNRUW not warned (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [adj] 

UNWARPED ADENPRUW not warped (to turn or twist out of shape) [adj] 

WANDERED ADDEENRW WANDER, to move about with no destination or purpose [v] 

WANDERER ADEENRRW one that wanders (to move about with no destination or purpose) [n -S] 

WANDEROO ADENOORW Asian monkey [n -S] 

WARDENRY ADENRRWY office of warden (chief officer of prison) [n -RIES] 

WRANGLED ADEGLNRW WRANGLE, to argue noisily [v] 

 

ANGELA 

AGENTIAL AAEGILNT AGENT, to act as representative for [adj] 

ALGINATE AAEGILNT chemical salt [n -S] 

ALIENAGE AAEEGILN state of being foreign (situated outside place or country) [n -S] 

ANALOGUE AAEGLNOU something that bears analogy to something else [n -S] 

ANGELICA AACEGILN aromatic herb [n -S] 

ANGULATE AAEGLNTU to make angular [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ARGENTAL AAEGLNRT ARGENT, silver [adj] 

GAINABLE AABEGILN GAIN, to acquire (to come into possession of) [adj] 

GAMELANS AAEGLMNS GAMELAN, type of orchestra [n] 

GERANIAL AAEGILNR citral (lemon flavoring) [n -S] 

GNAWABLE AABEGLNW GNAW, to wear away by persistent biting [adj] 

HANGABLE AABEGHLN HANG, to attach from above only [adj] 

LAGNAPPE AAEGLNPP small gift given to customer with his purchase [n -S] 

LANGRAGE AAEGGLNR shot formerly used in naval warfare [n -S] 

LANGUAGE AAEGGLNU body of words and systems serving as means of communication [n -S] 

LASAGNES AAEGLNSS LASAGNE, lasagna (Italian baked dish) [n] 
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MAGDALEN AADEGLMN reformed prostitute [n -S] 

PHALANGE AAEGHLNP any bone of finger or toe [n -S] 

SANGREAL AAEGLNRS sangrail (legendary cup used by Christ at Last Supper) [n -S] 

SELADANG AADEGLNS saladang (wild ox) [n -S] 

 

ASHLEY 

CHARLEYS ACEHLRSY CHARLEY, charlie (fool) [n] 

CHASTELY ACEHLSTY CHASTE, morally pure [adv] 

HAYLAGES AAEGHLSY HAYLAGE, type of hay [n] 

HOARSELY AEHLORSY HOARSE, low and rough in sound [adv] 

HYALINES AEHILNSY HYALINE, transparent substance [n] 

HYALITES AEHILSTY HYALITE, colorless opal [n] 

LEHAYIMS AEHILMSY LEHAYIM, traditional Jewish toast [n] 

STEALTHY AEHLSTTY intended to escape observation [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

 

CHARLES 

CHARLEYS ACEHLRSY CHARLEY, charlie (fool) [n] 

CHARLIES ACEHILRS CHARLIE, fool [n] 

CHARNELS ACEHLNRS CHARNEL, room where corpses are placed [n] 

CHOLERAS ACEHLORS CHOLERA, acute disease [n] 

CHORALES ACEHLORS CHORALE, hymn that is sung in unison [n] 

CLASHERS ACEHLRSS CLASHER, one that clashes (to conflict or disagree) [n] 

HACKLERS ACEHKLRS HACKLER, one that hackles (to hack (to cut or chop roughly)) [n] 

LEACHERS ACEEHLRS LEACHER, one that leaches (to subject to filtering action of liquid) [n] 

SHACKLER ACEHKLRS one that shackles (to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles) [n -S] 

TRACHLES ACEHLRST TRACHLE, to draggle (to make wet and dirty) [v] 

 

DANIEL 

ALCIDINE ACDEIILN pertaining to family of seabirds [adj] 

ANNELIDS ADEILNNS ANNELID, any of phylum of segmented worms [n] 

ANVILLED ADEILLNV ANVIL, to shape on anvil (heavy iron block) [v] 

BIDENTAL ABDEILNT having two teeth [adj] 

BILANDER ABDEILNR small ship [n -S] 

BINDABLE ABBDEILN BIND, to tie or secure [adj] 

BLINDAGE ABDEGILN protective screen [n -S] 

CALCINED ACCDEILN CALCINE, to reduce to calx by heat [v] 

CANFIELD ACDEFILN card game [n -S] 

DANGLIER ADEGILNR DANGLY, dangling [adj] 

DATELINE ADEEILNT to provide news story with its date and place of origin [v -D, -NING, -S] 

DAWNLIKE ADEIKLNW suggestive of daybreak [adj] 

DEADLINE ADDEEILN to set time limit on something [v -D, -NING, -S] 

DEALIGNS ADEGILNS DEALIGN, to withdraw allegiance to political party [v] 

DEALINGS ADEGILNS DEALING, business transaction [n] 

DELAINES ADEEILNS DELAINE, wool fabric [n] 

DELATING ADEGILNT DELATE, to accuse (to make assertion against) [v] 

DELATION ADEILNOT act of delating (to accuse (to make assertion against)) [n -S] 

DELAYING ADEGILNY DELAY, to put off to later time [v] 
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DENIABLE ABDEEILN capable of being denied [adj] 

DENIABLY ABDEILNY DENIABLE, capable of being denied [adv] 

DENTALIA AADEILNT mollusks with long, tapering shells [n DENTALIA] 

DENTINAL ADEILNNT DENTIN, hard substance forming body of tooth [adj] 

DIVALENT ADEILNTV having valence of two [adj] 

DRAGLINE ADEGILNR line used for dragging [n -S] 

DULCINEA ACDEILNU sweetheart [n -S] 

ENDEMIAL ADEEILMN peculiar to country or people [adj] 

ENFILADE ADEEFILN to direct heavy gunfire along length of [v -D, -DING, -S] 

ENTAILED ADEEILNT ENTAIL, to restrict inheritance of to specified line of heirs [v] 

FINAGLED ADEFGILN FINAGLE, to obtain by trickery [v] 

FINDABLE ABDEFILN FIND, to come upon after search [adj] 

FINIALED ADEFIILN FINIAL, crowning ornament [adj] 

GLIADINE ADEGIILN gliadin (simple protein) [n -S] 

HANDLIKE ADEHIKLN resembling hand [adj] 

HANDLINE ADEHILNN fishing line worked by hand [n -S] 

HARDLINE ADEHILNR unyielding (not yielding (to give up)) [adj] 

HEADLINE ADEEHILN to provide with title [v -D, -NING, -S] 

INFLAMED ADEFILMN INFLAME, to set on fire [v] 

INFLATED ADEFILNT INFLATE, to cause to expand by filling with gas or air [v] 

INLANDER ADEILNNR one living in interior of region [n -S] 

INWALLED ADEILLNW INWALL, to surround with wall [v] 

ISLANDED ADDEILNS ISLAND, to make into island (land area entirely surrounded by water) [v] 

ISLANDER ADEILNRS one that lives on island [n -S] 

KNAIDELS ADEIKLNS KNAIDEL, type of dumpling (ball of dough cooked with stew or soup) [n] 

LADENING ADEGILNN LADEN, LADE, to load with cargo [v] 

LANDLINE ADEILLNN line of communication on land [n -S] 

LANDSIDE ADDEILNS part of plow [n -S] 

LEADINGS ADEGILNS LEADING, covering or border of lead [n] 

LINDANES ADEILNNS LINDANE, insecticide [n] 

LINEATED ADEEILNT lineate (marked with lines) [adj] 

MAIDENLY ADEILMNY MAIDEN, young unmarried woman [adj] 

MALIGNED ADEGILMN MALIGN, to speak evil of [v] 

MANDIBLE ABDEILMN bone of lower jaw [n -S] 

MEDALING ADEGILMN MEDAL, to honor with medal (commemorative piece of metal) [v] 

MEDIANLY ADEILMNY medially (in central (situated at, in, or near center) manner) [adv] 

MELANOID ADEILMNO dark pigment [n -S] 

NAILHEAD AADEHILN top of nail [n -S] 

NONIDEAL ADEILNNO not ideal [adj] 

PALINODE ADEILNOP formal retraction [n -S] 

PANICLED ACDEILNP PANICLE, loosely branched flower cluster [adj] 

PANTILED ADEILNPT PANTILE, roofing tile [adj] 

PEDALING ADEGILNP PEDAL, to operate by means of foot levers [v] 

PINELAND ADEILNNP land forested with pine [n -S] 

PLEADING ADEGILNP allegation in legal action [n -S] / PLEAD, to ask for earnestly [v] 

RENAILED ADEEILNR RENAIL, to nail again [v] 

SANDLIKE ADEIKLNS resembling sand [adj] 
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SANDPILE ADEILNPS pile of sand [n -S] 

SIGNALED ADEGILNS SIGNAL, to notify by means of communication [v] 

TIDELAND ADDEILNT land alternately covered and uncovered by tide [n -S] 

UNALLIED ADEILLNU not allied (to unite in formal relationship) [adj] 

UNHAILED ADEHILNU not hailed (to welcome (to greet cordially)) [adj] 

UNMAILED ADEILMNU not mailed (to send by governmental postal system) [adj] 

UNNAILED ADEILNNU UNNAIL, to remove nails from [v] 

WINDABLE ABDEILNW WIND, to pass around object or fixed center [adj] 

 

DAVID 

ADDITIVE ADDEIITV substance added to another to impart desirable qualities [n -S] 

DEVIATED ADDEEITV DEVIATE, to turn aside from course or norm [v] 

DISSAVED ADDEISSV DISSAVE, to use savings for current expenses [v] 

DIVIDUAL ADDIILUV capable of being divided [adj] 

VIZARDED ADDEIRVZ VIZARD, mask [adj] 

 

DONNA 

ABANDONS AABDNNOS ABANDON, to leave or give up completely [v] 

ADNATION AADINNOT state of being adnate (joined to another part or organ) [n -S] 

ADORNING ADGINNOR ADORN, to add something to for purpose of making more attractive [v] 

ANACONDA AAACDNNO large snake [n -S] 

ANCONOID ACDINNOO ANCON, elbow [adj] 

ANDIRONS ADINNORS ANDIRON, metal support for holding wood in fireplace [n] 

ANDROGEN ADEGNNOR male sex hormone [n -S] 

ANODYNES ADENNOSY ANODYNE, medicine that relieves pain [n] 

ANODYNIC ACDINNOY ANODYNE, medicine that relieves pain [adj] 

ANOINTED ADEINNOT ANOINT, to apply oil to as sacred rite [v] 

ANTINODE ADEINNOT region between adjacent nodes [n -S] 

BONDSMAN ABDMNNOS bondman (male slave) [n -MEN] 

CANNONED ACDENNNO CANNON, to fire cannon (heavy firearm) [v] 

CANTONED ACDENNOT CANTON, to divide into cantons (districts) [v] 

CONIDIAN ACDIINNO CONIDIUM, fungus spore [adj] 

DEMONIAN ADEIMNNO demonic (characteristic of demon) [adj] 

DEVONIAN ADEINNOV of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

DIAZINON ADIINNOZ insecticide [n -S] 

DIPNOANS ADINNOPS DIPNOAN, lungfish (type of fish) [n] 

DOMINANT ADIMNNOT controlling genetic character [n -S] 

DONATING ADGINNOT DONATE, to contribute [v] 

DONATION ADINNOOT something donated [n -S] 

DOWNLAND ADDLNNOW rolling treeless upland [n -S] 

DYNATRON ADNNORTY type of electron tube [n -S] 

FANDANGO AADFGNNO lively Spanish dance [n -ES, -S] 

FONDANTS ADFNNOST FONDANT, soft, creamy candy [n] 

GRANDSON ADGNNORS son of one's son or daughter [n -S] 

HONORAND ADHNNOOR honoree (one that receives honor) [n -S] 

LENTANDO ADELNNOT becoming slower -- used as musical direction [adv] 

LONGHAND ADGHLNNO ordinary handwriting [n -S] 
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MADONNAS AADMNNOS MADONNA, former Italian title of respect for woman [n] 

MANDOLIN ADILMNNO stringed musical instrument [n -S] 

MONANDRY ADMNNORY condition of having one husband at time [n -RIES] 

NIDATION ADIINNOT act of nidating (to become implanted in uterus) [n -S] 

NONACIDS ACDINNOS NONACID, substance that is not acid [n] 

NONADULT ADLNNOTU person who is not adult [n -S] 

NONBRAND ABDNNNOR lacking brand name [adj] 

NONDAIRY ADINNORY having no milk products [adj] 

NONDANCE ACDENNNO unrhythmic dance [n -S] 

NONHARDY ADHNNORY not hardy (very sturdy) [adj] 

NONIDEAL ADEILNNO not ideal [adj] 

NONMODAL ADLMNNOO not modal [adj] 

NONRATED ADENNORT not rated (to estimate value of) [adj] 

NONTIDAL ADILNNOT not tidal (pertaining to tides) [adj] 

NONVALID ADILNNOV not valid (based on evidence that can be supported) [adj] 

NOONDAYS ADNNOOSY NOONDAY, noon (midday (middle of day)) [n] 

NORLANDS ADLNNORS NORLAND, region in north [n] 

NORMANDE ADEMNNOR prepared with foods associated with Normandy [adj] 

NOSEBAND ABDENNOS part of horse's bridle [n -S] 

ORDINAND ADDINNOR person about to be ordained [n -S] 

ORDNANCE ACDENNOR artillery; cannon [n -S] 

QUANDONG ADGNNOQU Australian tree [n -S] 

SNOWLAND ADLNNOSW area marked by great amount of snow [n -S] 

SOUNDMAN ADMNNOSU person who controls quality of sound being recorded [n -MEN] 

UNATONED ADENNOTU not atoned (to make amends or reparation) [adj] 

WANTONED ADENNOTW WANTON, to behave immorally [v] 

WOMANNED ADEMNNOW WOMAN, to provide with staff of women [v] 

 

DONNY 

ANODYNES ADENNOSY ANODYNE, medicine that relieves pain [n] 

ANODYNIC ACDINNOY ANODYNE, medicine that relieves pain [adj] 

CYNODONT CDNNOOTY type of fossil reptile [n -S] 

DOYENNES DEENNOSY DOYENNE, female doyen [n] 

DYNATRON ADNNORTY type of electron tube [n -S] 

ENDOGENY DEEGNNOY growth from within [n -NIES] 

MONANDRY ADMNNORY condition of having one husband at time [n -RIES] 

NONDAIRY ADINNORY having no milk products [adj] 

NONHARDY ADHNNORY not hardy (very sturdy) [adj] 

NONWOODY DNNOOOWY not woody (containing or resembling wood) [adj] 

NOONDAYS ADNNOOSY NOONDAY, noon (midday (middle of day)) [n] 

UNFONDLY DFLNNOUY not fondly (in fond (having affection (fond attachment, devotion, or love)) manner) [adv] 

 

EDWARD 

BEDWARDS ABDDERSW bedward (toward bed) [adv] 

DAWDLERS ADDELRSW DAWDLER, one that dawdles (to waste time) [n] 

HEADWARD AADDEHRW toward head [adj] / toward head [adv] 

HEADWORD ADDEHORW word put at beginning [n -S] 
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RAWHIDED ADDEHIRW RAWHIDE, to beat with type of whip [v] 

REWARDED ADDEERRW REWARD, to give recompense to for worthy behavior [v] 

SIDEWARD ADDEIRSW toward one side [adv] 

TWADDLER ADDELRTW one that twaddles (to talk foolishly) [n -S] 

WADDLERS ADDELRSW WADDLER, one that waddles (to walk with short, swaying steps) [n] 

WANDERED ADDEENRW WANDER, to move about with no destination or purpose [v] 

TAMANDUA AAADMNTU arboreal anteater [n -S] 

 

EMILY 

BIMETHYL BEHILMTY ethane (gaseous hydrocarbon) [n -S] 

BLIMPERY BEILMPRY pompous behavior [n -RIES] 

CHIMBLEY BCEHILMY chimley (chimney (flue (enclosed passageway for directing current))) [n -S] 

CHIMLEYS CEHILMSY CHIMLEY, chimney (flue (enclosed passageway for directing current)) [n] 

COMELILY CEILLMOY COMELY, pleasing to look at [adv] 

CREAMILY ACEILMRY CREAMY, rich in cream [adv] 

DIMETHYL DEHILMTY ethane (gaseous hydrocarbon) [n -S] 

DREAMILY ADEILMRY DREAMY, full of dreams [adv] 

EMULSIFY EFILMSUY to make into emulsion [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

GLYCEMIA ACEGILMY presence of glucose in blood [n -S] 

GLYCEMIC CCEGILMY GLYCEMIA, presence of glucose in blood [adj] 

HYMENIAL AEHILMNY HYMENIUM, layer in certain fungi [adj] 

HYMNLIKE EHIKLMNY resembling hymn [adj] 

IMPURELY EILMPRUY IMPURE, not pure (free from anything different, inferior, or contaminating) [adv] 

LECHAYIM ACEHILMY lehayim (traditional Jewish toast) [n -S] 

LEHAYIMS AEHILMSY LEHAYIM, traditional Jewish toast [n] 

LIMBERLY BEILLMRY LIMBER, flexible (capable of being bent) [adv] 

MAIDENLY ADEILMNY MAIDEN, young unmarried woman [adj] 

MAYFLIES AEFILMSY MAYFLY, winged insect [n] 

MEDIALLY ADEILLMY in central (situated at, in, or near center) manner [adv] 

MEDIANLY ADEILMNY medially (in central (situated at, in, or near center) manner) [adv] 

MENIALLY AEILLMNY in servile (slavishly submissive) manner [adv] 

MESIALLY AEILLMSY MESIAL, situated in middle [adv] 

METHYLIC CEHILMTY METHYL, univalent radical [adj] 

MINDEDLY DDEILMNY in manner of one with specified kind of mind [adv] 

MINUTELY EILMNTUY MINUTE, very small [adv] 

MISLAYER AEILMRSY one that mislays (to lie in wrong position) [n -S] 

MISSTYLE EILMSSTY to style or call wrongly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

MYCELIAL ACEILLMY MYCELIUM, vegetative portion of fungus [adj] 

MYCELIAN ACEILMNY MYCELIUM, vegetative portion of fungus [adj] 

MYCELIUM CEILMMUY vegetative portion of fungus [n -IA] 

MYCELOID CDEILMOY MYCELIUM, vegetative portion of fungus [adj] 

MYELINES EEILMNSY MYELINE, myelin (fatty substance that encases certain nerve fibers) [n] 

MYELINIC CEIILMNY MYELIN, fatty substance that encases certain nerve fibers [adj] 

MYELITES EEILMSTY MYELITIS, inflammation of bone marrow [n] 

MYELITIS EIILMSTY inflammation of bone marrow [n -TES, -TIDES, -ES] 

MYLONITE EILMNOTY type of rock [n -S] 

PLAYTIME AEILMPTY time for play or amusement [n -S] 
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REMISSLY EILMRSSY REMISS, careless (inattentive; negligent) [adv] 

RIMOSELY EILMORSY RIMOSE, marked by cracks [adv] 

STEAMILY AEILMSTY STEAMY, marked by steam [adv] 

TALEYSIM AEILMSTY TALLITH, Jewish prayer shawl [n] 

UNTIMELY EILMNTUY not timely (occurring at right moment) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

 

HELEN 

ANETHOLE AEEHLNOT chemical compound [n -S] 

BEHOLDEN BDEEHLNO indebted (owing something to another) [adj] 

BLENCHED BCDEEHLN BLENCH, to flinch (to shrink back involuntarily) [v] 

BLENCHER BCEEHLNR one that blenches (to flinch (to shrink back involuntarily)) [n -S] 

BLENCHES BCEEHLNS BLENCH, to flinch (to shrink back involuntarily) [v] 

CHENILLE CEEHILLN soft fabric [n -S] 

CLENCHED CCDEEHLN CLENCH, to grasp firmly [v] 

CLENCHER CCEEHLNR one that clenches (to grasp firmly) [n -S] 

CLENCHES CCEEHLNS CLENCH, to grasp firmly [v] 

ECHELONS CEEHLNOS ECHELON, to group in particular formation [v] 

ELAPHINE AEEHILNP pertaining to genus of deer [adj] 

ELENCHIC CCEEHILN ELENCHUS, logical refutation [adj] 

ELENCHUS CEEHLNSU logical refutation [n -HI] 

ELEPHANT AEEHLNPT large mammal [n -S] 

ELEVENTH EEEHLNTV one of eleven equal parts [n -S] 

ENHALOED ADEEHLNO ENHALO, to surround with halo [v] 

ENHALOES AEEHLNOS ENHALO, to surround with halo [v] 

ENOPHILE EEHILNOP oenophile (lover or connoisseur of wine) [n -S] 

ENWHEELS EEEHLNSW ENWHEEL, to encircle (to form circle around) [v] 

ETHYLENE EEEHLNTY flammable gas [n -S] 

EXHALENT AEEHLNTX exhalant (something that exhales (to expel air or vapor)) [n -S] 

FLEHMENS EEFHLMNS FLEHMEN, to inhale with mouth open and upper lip curled [v] 

FLENCHED CDEEFHLN FLENCH, to flense (to strip blubber or skin from) [v] 

FLENCHES CEEFHLNS FLENCH, to flense (to strip blubber or skin from) [v] 

HALENESS AEEHLNSS state of being hale (healthy (having good health)) [n -ES] 

HANSELED ADEEHLNS HANSEL, to handsel (to give gift to) [v] 

HAZELHEN AEEHHLNZ European grouse [n -S] 

HEADLINE ADEEHILN to provide with title [v -D, -NING, -S] 

HEAVENLY AEEHLNVY full of beauty and peace [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

HEELINGS EEGHILNS HEELING, act of inclining laterally [n] 

HELENIUM EEHILMNU plant with daisy-like flowers [n -S] 

HELLBENT BEEHLLNT stubbornly determined [adj] 

HELMSMEN EEHLMMNS HELMSMAN, one that steers ship [n] 

HELPLINE EEHILLNP telephone service that provides advice [n -S] 

HEMLINES EEHILMNS HEMLINE, bottom edge of garment [n] 

HOLOCENE CEEHLNOO of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

HOTELMEN EEHLMNOT HOTELMAN, hotelier (hotel manager) [n] 

HYMENEAL AEEHLMNY wedding song or poem [n -S] 

KNEEHOLE EEEHKLNO space for knees [n -S] 

LEATHERN AEEHLNRT made of leather [adj] 
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LEECHING CEEGHILN LEECH, to cling to and feed upon or drain [v] 

LENGTHEN EEGHLNNT to make or become longer [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LICHENED CDEEHILN LICHEN, to cover with lichens (flowerless plants) [v] 

PENUCHLE CEEHLNPU pinochle (card game) [n -S] 

PHENETOL EEHLNOPT volatile liquid [n -S] 

PINWHEEL EEHILNPW to revolve at end of stick [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLENCHES CEEHLNPS PLENCH, tool serving as pliers and wrench [n] 

REHANDLE ADEEHLNR to handle again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SHEENFUL EEFHLNSU shining (emitting or reflecting light) [adj] 

TELETHON EEHLNOTT fund-raising television program [n -S] 

THEELINS EEHILNST THEELIN, estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n] 

UNHEALED ADEEHLNU not healed (to make sound or whole) [adj] 

UNHELMED DEEHLMNU UNHELM, to remove helmet of [v] 

UNHELPED DEEHLNPU not helped (to give assistance to) [adj] 

WHALEMEN AEEHLMNW WHALEMAN, whaler (person engaged in whaling) [n] 

WHEELING EEGHILNW condition of road for vehicles [n -S] / WHEEL, to convey on wheels (circular frames designed to turn on axis) [v] 

WHEELMAN AEEHLMNW helmsman (one that steers ship) [n -MEN] 

WHEELMEN EEEHLMNW WHEELMAN, helmsman (one that steers ship) [n] 

 

JACOB 

BOOTJACK ABCJKOOT device for pulling off boots [n -S] 

JACKBOOT ABCJKOOT heavy boot [n -S] 

JACOBINS ABCIJNOS JACOBIN, pigeon (short-legged bird) [n] 

 

JAMES 

JAMBEAUS AABEJMSU JAMBEAU, piece of armor for leg [n] 

JAMMIEST AEIJMMST JAMMY, sticky with jam (boiled fruit and sugar) [adj] 

JASMINES AEIJMNSS JASMINE, climbing shrub [n] 

JEMADARS AADEJMRS JEMADAR, officer in army of India [n] 

JEMIDARS ADEIJMRS JEMIDAR, jemadar (officer in army of India) [n] 

JOBNAMES ABEJMNOS JOBNAME, computer code for job instruction [n] 

MAJESTIC ACEIJMST having majesty (regal dignity) [adj] 

MAJLISES AEIJLMSS MAJLIS, parliament in various North African and Middle Eastern countries [n] 

SCRAMJET ACEJMRST type of aircraft engine [n -S] 

 

JESS 

BASENJIS ABEIJNSS BASENJI, barkless dog [n] 

DISJECTS CDEIJSST DISJECT, to disperse (to scatter (to go or send in various directions)) [v] 

GJETOSTS EGJOSSTT GJETOST, hard brown cheese [n] 

JASMINES AEIJMNSS JASMINE, climbing shrub [n] 

JESTINGS EGIJNSST JESTING, act of one who jests [n] 

JOCOSEST CEJOOSST JOCOSE, humorous (funny; witty) [adj] 

JOKINESS EIJKNOSS state of being jokey (amusing) [n -ES] 

JOSTLERS EJLORSST JOSTLER, one that jostles (to bump or push roughly) [n] 

JOUSTERS EJORSSTU JOUSTER, one that jousts (to engage in personal combat) [n] 

JUMPSIES EIJMPSSU game involving jumping over taut rope [n JUMPSIES] 

JURYLESS EJLRSSUY being without jury [adj] 
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JUSSIVES EIJSSSUV JUSSIVE, word used to express command [n] 

JUSTICES CEIJSSTU JUSTICE, judge [n] 

JUSTNESS EJNSSSTU quality of being just (acting in conformity with what is morally good) [n -ES] 

MAJLISES AEIJLMSS MAJLIS, parliament in various North African and Middle Eastern countries [n] 

RESOJETS EEJORSST RESOJET, pulsejet (type of engine) [n] 

SUBJECTS BCEJSSTU SUBJECT, to cause to experience [v] 

SVARAJES AAEJRSSV SVARAJ, swaraj (self-government in British India) [n] 

SWARAJES AAEJRSSW SWARAJ, self-government in British India [n] 

VERJUSES EEJRSSUV VERJUS, verjuice (juice of sour or unripe fruit) [n] 

 

JOE 

ADJOINED ADDEIJNO ADJOIN, to lie next to [v] 

APAREJOS AAEJOPRS APAREJO, type of saddle [n] 

AZULEJOS AEJLOSUZ AZULEJO, type of ceramic tile [n] 

CAJOLERS ACEJLORS CAJOLER, one that cajoles (to persuade by flattery) [n] 

CAJOLERY ACEJLORY persuasion by flattery [n -RIES] 

COJOINED CDEIJNOO COJOIN, to join together [v] 

CONJURED CDEJNORU CONJURE, to summon spirit [v] 

CONJURER CEJNORRU sorcerer (one who practices sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers)) [n -S] 

CONJURES CEJNORSU CONJURE, to summon spirit [v] 

DEMIJOHN DEHIJMNO narrow-necked jug [n -S] 

EJECTION CEEIJNOT act of ejecting (to throw out forcibly) [n -S] 

EJECTORS CEEJORST EJECTOR, one that ejects (to throw out forcibly) [n] 

ENJOINED DEEIJNNO ENJOIN, to command (to direct with authority) [v] 

ENJOINER EEIJNNOR one that enjoins (to command (to direct with authority)) [n -S] 

ENJOYERS EEJNORSY ENJOYER, one that enjoys (to receive pleasure from) [n] 

ENJOYING EGIJNNOY ENJOY, to receive pleasure from [v] 

FORJUDGE DEFGJORU to deprive by judgment of court [v -D, -GING, -S] 

FRIJOLES EFIJLORS FRIJOL, bean used as food [n] / FRIJOLE [n] 

GJETOSTS EGJOSSTT GJETOST, hard brown cheese [n] 

INJECTOR CEIJNORT one that injects (to force fluid into) [n -S] 

JACKEROO ACEJKOOR inexperienced ranch hand [n -S] 

JACONETS ACEJNOST JACONET, cotton cloth [n] 

JALAPENO AAEJLNOP hot pepper [n -S] 

JALOPIES AEIJLOPS JALOPY, decrepit car [n] 

JALOUSIE AEIJLOSU type of window [n -SIES] 

JAMBOREE ABEEJMOR noisy celebration [n -S] 

JARGONED ADEGJNOR JARGON, to speak or write obscure and often pretentious kind of language [v] 

JARGONEL AEGJLNOR variety of pear [n -S] 

JAROSITE AEIJORST mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

JAROVIZE AEIJORVZ to hasten flowering of plant [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

JAWBONED ABDEJNOW JAWBONE, to attempt to convince [v] 

JAWBONER ABEJNORW one that jawbones (to attempt to convince) [n -S] 

JAWBONES ABEJNOSW JAWBONE, to attempt to convince [v] 

JEALOUSY AEJLOSUY jealous feeling [n -SIES] 

JELUTONG EGJLNOTU tropical tree [n -S] 

JEOPARDS ADEJOPRS JEOPARD, to imperil (to place in jeopardy) [v] 
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JEOPARDY ADEJOPRY risk of loss or injury [n -DIES] 

JEROBOAM ABEJMOOR wine bottle [n -S] 

JETFOILS EFIJLOST JETFOIL, jet-powered hydrofoil (boat with winglike structures for lifting hull above water) [n] 

JETPORTS EJOPRSTT JETPORT, type of airport (tract of land maintained for landing and takeoff of aircraft) [n] 

JETTISON EIJNOSTT to cast overboard [v  -ED, -ING, -S] 

JINGKOES EGIJKNOS JINGKO, ginkgo (ornamental tree) [n] 

JOBNAMES ABEJMNOS JOBNAME, computer code for job instruction [n] 

JOCKETTE CEEJKOTT woman who rides horses in races [n -S] 

JOCKEYED CDEEJKOY JOCKEY, to maneuver for advantage [v] 

JOCKIEST CEIJKOST JOCKY, resembling athlete (one skilled in feats of physical strength and agility) [adj] 

JOCOSELY CEJLOOSY JOCOSE, humorous (funny; witty) [adv] 

JOCOSEST CEJOOSST JOCOSE, humorous (funny; witty) [adj] 

JOCUNDER CDEJNORU JOCUND, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

JOGGLERS EGGJLORS JOGGLER, one that joggles (to shake slightly) [n] 

JOHANNES AEHJNNOS Portuguese coin [n JOHANNES] 

JOHNNIES EHIJNNOS JOHNNIE, johnny (sleeveless hospital gown) [n] / JOHNNY [n] 

JOINABLE ABEIJLNO JOIN, to unite (to bring together so as to form whole) [adj] 

JOINDERS DEIJNORS JOINDER, joining of parties in lawsuit [n] 

JOINTERS EIJNORST JOINTER, one that joints (to fit together by means of junction) [n] 

JOINTURE EIJNORTU to set aside property as inheritance [v -D, -RING, -S] 

JOKESTER EEJKORST practical joker [n -S] 

JOKINESS EIJKNOSS state of being jokey (amusing) [n -ES] 

JOLLIERS EIJLLORS JOLLIER, one who puts others in good humor [n] 

JOLLIEST EIJLLOST JOLLY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj] 

JOLTIEST EIJLOSTT JOLTY, marked by jolting motion [adj] 

JONESING EGIJNNOS JONES, to have strong craving for something [v] 

JONGLEUR EGJLNORU minstrel (medieval musician) [n -S] 

JOSTLERS EJLORSST JOSTLER, one that jostles (to bump or push roughly) [n] 

JOUNCIER CEIJNORU JOUNCY, marked by jouncing motion [adj] 

JOURNEYS EJNORSUY JOURNEY, to travel (to go from one place to another) [v] 

JOUSTERS EJORSSTU JOUSTER, one that jousts (to engage in personal combat) [n] 

JOWLIEST EIJLOSTW JOWLY, having prominent jowls [adj] 

JOYANCES ACEJNOSY JOYANCE, gladness (state of being glad (feeling pleasure)) [n] 

JOYRIDER DEIJORRY one that joyrides (to take automobile ride for pleasure) [n -S] 

JOYRIDES DEIJORSY JOYRIDE, to take automobile ride for pleasure [v] 

JUMPROPE EJMOPPRU rope used in children's games for jumping [n -S] 

JUNIORED DEIJNORU JUNIOR, to assist more senior lawyer [v] 

KABELJOU ABEJKLOU large food fish [n -S] 

OBJECTED BCDEEJOT OBJECT, to argue in opposition [v] 

OBJECTOR BCEJOORT one that objects (to argue in opposition) [n -S] 

OVERJOYS EJOORSVY OVERJOY, to fill with great joy [v] 

OVERJUST EJORSTUV too just [adj] 

PROJECTS CEJOPRST PROJECT, to extend outward [v] 

PROPJETS EJOPPRST PROPJET, type of airplane (winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers) [n] 

PULSOJET EJLOPSTU pulsejet (type of engine) [n -S] 

REENJOYS EEJNORSY REENJOY, to enjoy again [v] 

REJECTOR CEEJORRT rejecter (one that rejects (to refuse to accept, consider, or make use of)) [n -S] 
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REJOICED CDEEIJOR REJOICE, to feel joyful [v] 

REJOICER CEEIJORR one that rejoices (to feel joyful) [n -S] 

REJOICES CEEIJORS REJOICE, to feel joyful [v] 

REJOINED DEEIJNOR REJOIN, to join again [v] 

REOBJECT BCEEJORT to object again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESOJETS EEJORSST RESOJET, pulsejet (type of engine) [n] 

SKIJORER EIJKORRS skier who is drawn over snow by dogs, horse, or vehicle [n -S] 

TOLARJEV AEJLORTV TOLAR, former monetary unit of Slovenia [n] 

TURBOJET BEJORTTU type of jet engine [n -S] 

UNJOINED DEIJNNOU not joined (to unite (to bring together so as to form whole)) [adj] 

ZABAJONE AABEJNOZ zabaione (dessert resembling custard) [n -S] 

 

JOHN 

DEMIJOHN DEHIJMNO narrow-necked jug [n -S] 

JINGOISH GHIIJNOS JINGO, zealous patriot [adj] 

JOHANNES AEHJNNOS Portuguese coin [n JOHANNES] 

JOHNBOAT ABHJNOOT narrow square-ended boat [n -S] 

JOHNNIES EHIJNNOS JOHNNIE, johnny (sleeveless hospital gown) [n] / JOHNNY [n] 

JOHNSONS HJNNOOSS JOHNSON, offensive word [n] 

JOSHINGS GHIJNOSS JOSHING, act of teasing (to make fun of) [n] 

MAHJONGG AGGHJMNO mahjong (game of Chinese origin) [n -S] 

MAHJONGS AGHJMNOS MAHJONG, game of Chinese origin [n] 

 

KAREN 

ANKERITE AEEIKNRT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

AWAKENER AAEEKNRW one that awakens (to awake (to wake up)) [n -S] 

BANKERLY ABEKLNRY BANKER, one who works in bank [adj] 

BARNLIKE ABEIKLNR resembling barn [adj] 

BEARSKIN ABEIKNRS skin of bear [n -S] 

BEDARKEN ABDEEKNR to darken (to make dark) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BERAKING ABEGIKNR BERAKE, to rake all over [v] 

BRACKENS ABCEKNRS BRACKEN, large fern [n] 

BRAKEMAN AABEKMNR trainman (railroad employee) [n -MEN] 

BRAKEMEN ABEEKMNR BRAKEMAN, trainman (railroad employee) [n] 

BREAKING ABEGIKNR change of pure vowel to diphthong [n -S] / BREAK, to reduce to fragments [v] 

CANKERED ACDEEKNR CANKER, to affect with ulcerous sores [v] 

CLANKIER ACEIKLNR CLANKY, making sharp, metallic sound [adj] 

CORNCAKE ACCEKNOR cake made of cornmeal [n -S] 

CRACKNEL ACCEKLNR hard, crisp biscuit [n -S] 

CRANKEST ACEKNRST CRANK, lively (full of energy) [adj] 

CRANKIER ACEIKNRR CRANKY, grumpy (ill-tempered) [adj] 

CRANKLED ACDEKLNR CRANKLE, to crinkle (to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in)) [v] 

CRANKLES ACEKLNRS CRANKLE, to crinkle (to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in)) [v] 

CREAKING ACEGIKNR CREAK, to squeak (to make sharp, high-pitched sound) [v] 

DAKERHEN ADEEHKNR European bird [n -S] 

DARKENED ADDEEKNR DARKEN, to make dark [v] 

DARKENER ADEEKNRR one that darkens (to make dark) [n -S] 
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DARKNESS ADEKNRSS state of being dark (having little or no light) [n -ES] 

FLANKERS AEFKLNRS FLANKER, one that flanks (to be located at side of) [n] 

FORERANK AEFKNORR first rank [n -S] 

FORSAKEN AEFKNORS FORSAKE, to quit or leave entirely [v] 

FRANKERS AEFKNRRS FRANKER, one that franks (to mark (piece of mail) for free delivery) [n] 

FRANKEST AEFKNRST FRANK, honest and unreserved in speech [adj] 

FREAKING AEFGIKNR FREAK, to streak with color [v] 

GENNAKER AEEGKNNR spinnaker sail [n -S] 

HANKERED ADEEHKNR HANKER, to long for [v] 

HANKERER AEEHKNRR one that hankers (to long for) [n -S] 

HARKENED ADEEHKNR HARKEN, to hearken (to listen to) [v] 

HARKENER AEEHKNRR one that harkens (to hearken (to listen to)) [n -S] 

HEARKENS AEEHKNRS HEARKEN, to listen to [v] 

KAISERIN AEIIKNRS kaiser's wife [n -S] 

KERATINS AEIKNRST KERATIN, fibrous protein [n] 

KIDNAPER ADEIKNPR one that kidnaps (to take person by force and often for ransom) [n -S] 

KLAVERNS AEKLNRSV KLAVERN, local branch of Ku Klux Klan [n] 

KNACKERS ACEKKNRS KNACKER, to exhaust (to use up) [v] 

KNACKERY ACEKKNRY place of business of knacker [n -RIES] 

KNAPPERS AEKNPPRS KNAPPER, one that knaps (to strike sharply) [n] 

KNEADERS ADEEKNRS KNEADER, one that kneads (to work into uniform mixture with hands) [n] 

KNITWEAR AEIKNRTW knitted clothing [n KNITWEAR] 

MANDRAKE AADEKMNR European herb [n -S] 

MARKSMEN AEKMMNRS MARKSMAN, person skillful at hitting target [n] 

NARKIEST AEIKNRST NARKY, irritable [adj] 

NECKWEAR ACEEKNRW something that is worn around neck [n NECKWEAR] 

NINEBARK ABEIKNNR flowering shrub [n -S] 

OVERRANK AEKNORRV too luxuriant in growth [adj] 

PARTAKEN AAEKNPRT PARTAKE, to participate [v] 

PLANKTER AEKLNPRT any organism that is element of plankton [n -S] 

PREFRANK AEFKNPRR to frank beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RAMEKINS AEIKMNRS RAMEKIN, cheese dish [n] 

RANKLESS AEKLNRSS having no ranks [adj] 

RANKNESS AEKNNRSS state of being rank (strong and disagreeable in odor or taste) [n -ES] 

RANPIKES AEIKNPRS RANPIKE, rampike (standing dead tree) [n] 

REAWAKEN AAEEKNRW to awaken again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REAWOKEN AEEKNORW REAWAKE, to awake again [v] 

REDSHANK ADEHKNRS shore bird [n -S] 

REMAKING AEGIKMNR REMAKE, to make again [v] 

RETAKING AEGIKNRT RETAKE, to take back [v] 

REWAKENS AEEKNRSW REWAKEN, to waken again [v] 

REWAKING AEGIKNRW REWAKE, to wake again [v] 

SKANKERS AEKKNRSS SKANKER, one that skanks (to dance in loose-limbed manner) [n] 

SKANKIER AEIKKNRS SKANKY, filthy or sleazy [adj] 

SNACKERS ACEKNRSS SNACKER, one that snacks (to eat light meal) [n] 

SNACKIER ACEIKNRS SNACKY, suitable as light meal [adj] 

SNARKIER AEIKNRRS SNARKY, snappish (tending to speak in impatient or irritable manner) [adj] 
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SNEAKERS AEEKNRSS SNEAKER, one that sneaks (to move stealthily) [n] 

SNEAKIER AEEIKNRS SNEAKY, deceitful [adj] 

SPANKERS AEKNPRSS SPANKER, one that spanks (to slap on buttocks) [n] 

SWANKIER AEIKNRSW SWANKY, swank (imposingly elegant) [adj] 

THANKERS AEHKNRST THANKER, one that thanks (to express gratitude to) [n] 

TRACKMEN ACEKMNRT TRACKMAN, railroad worker [n] 

UNBRAKED ABDEKNRU UNBRAKE, to release brake [v] 

UNBRAKES ABEKNRSU UNBRAKE, to release brake [v] 

UNMAKERS AEKMNRSU UNMAKER, one that unmakes (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [n] 

UNMARKED ADEKMNRU not marked (to make visible impression on) [adj] 

UNMASKER AEKMNRSU one that unmasks (to remove mask from) [n -S] 

UNPACKER ACEKNPRU one that unpacks (to remove contents of) [n -S] 

UNRANKED ADEKNNRU not ranked (to determine relative position of) [adj] 

VARENYKY AEKNRVYY Ukrainian stuffed dumplings [n VARENYKY] 

WAKENERS AEEKNRSW WAKENER, one that wakens (to wake (to rouse from sleep)) [n] 

WEAKENER AEEEKNRW one that weakens (to make weak) [n -S] 

WREAKING AEGIKNRW WREAK, to inflict (to cause to be endured; impose) [v] 

 

KEVIN 

DEVILKIN DEIIKLNV small demon [n -S] 

INVOKERS EIKNORSV INVOKER, one that invokes (to appeal to for aid) [n] 

KVELLING EGIKLLNV KVELL, to exclaim joyfully [v] 

NOVALIKE AEIKLNOV NOVA, type of star [adj] 

OVENLIKE EEIKLNOV OVEN, enclosed compartment in which substances are heated [adj] 

OVERKIND DEIKNORV too kind [adj] 

REINVOKE EEIKNORV to invoke again [v -D, -KING, -S] 

REVOKING EGIKNORV REVOKE, to annul by taking back [v] 

VEINLIKE EEIIKLNV resembling vein [adj] 

 

LARRY 

ARRANTLY AALNRRTY ARRANT, outright (being without limit or reservation) [adv] 

ARRAYALS AAALRRSY ARRAYAL, act of arraying (to place in proper or desired order) [n] 

BARRENLY ABELNRRY BARREN, unproductive (not productive) [adv] 

BURGLARY ABGLRRUY felonious theft [n -RIES] 

CARBARYL AABCLRRY insecticide [n -S] 

CARRYALL AACLLRRY light covered carriage [n -S] 

DREARILY ADEILRRY DREARY, dismal (cheerless and depressing) [adv] 

ERRANTLY AELNRRTY in wandering manner [adv] 

HARLOTRY AHLORRTY prostitution [n -RIES] 

HERALDRY ADEHLRRY art or science of armorial bearings [n -RIES] 

LITERARY AEILRRTY of, pertaining to, or having characteristics of books and writings [adj] 

MARTYRLY ALMRRTYY resembling martyr [adj] 

NARROWLY ALNORRWY NARROW, of little width [adv] 

PARLEYER AEELPRRY one that parleys (to discuss terms with enemy) [n -S] 

RAILLERY AEILLRRY good-natured teasing [n -RIES] 

READERLY ADEELRRY typical of reader [adj] 

RETRALLY AELLRRTY RETRAL, situated toward back [adv] 
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RIBALDRY ABDILRRY crude language [n -RIES] 

RURALITY AILRRTUY state of being rural (pertaining to country (territory of nation)) [n -TIES] 

STARRILY AILRRSTY STARRY, abounding with stars [adv] 

SURROYAL ALORRSUY topmost prong of stag's antler [n -S] 

ULTRADRY ADLRRTUY extremely dry [adj] 

VARLETRY AELRRTVY group of common people [n -RIES] 

 

LAURA 

ACCRUALS AACCLRSU ACCRUAL, act of accruing (to come as increase or addition) [n] 

ACICULAR AACCILRU ACICULA, ACICULUM, bristlelike part [adj] 

ADULARIA AAADILRU mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

ADULATOR AADLORTU one that adulates (to praise excessively) [n -S] 

ADUMBRAL AABDLMRU shadowy (dark (having little or no light)) [adj] 

ALARUMED AADELMRU ALARUM, to alarm (to frighten by sudden revelation of possible injury) [v] 

ALLOSAUR AALLORSU large dinosaur [n -S] 

AMPULLAR AALLMPRU AMPULLA, globular bottle used in ancient Rome [adj] 

ANOVULAR AALNORUV not involving ovulation [adj] 

AQUARIAL AAAILQRU pertaining to aquarium (water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept) [adj] 

ARGUABLE AABEGLRU capable of being argued about [adj] 

ARGUABLY AABGLRUY ARGUABLE, capable of being argued about [adv] 

AROUSALS AALORSSU AROUSAL, act of arousing (to stimulate) [n] 

ARUGOLAS AAGLORSU ARUGOLA, arugula (European annual herb) [n] 

ARUGULAS AAGLRSUU ARUGULA, European annual herb [n] 

AURALITY AAILRTUY quality of being aural (pertaining to sense of hearing) [n -TIES] 

AUREOLAE AAEELORU AUREOLA, halo [n] 

AUREOLAS AAELORSU AUREOLA, halo [n] 

AURICULA AACILRUU auricle (ear or ear-shaped part) [n -E, -S] 

AUSTRALS AALRSSTU AUSTRAL, former monetary unit of Argentina [n] 

AVICULAR AACILRUV pertaining to birds [adj] 

BALISAUR AABILRSU long-tailed badger [n -S] 

BINAURAL AABILNRU hearing with both ears [adj] 

CAESURAL AACELRSU CAESURA, pause in line of verse [adj] 

CANNULAR AACLNNRU CANNULA, tube inserted into bodily cavity [adj] 

CAPSULAR AACLPRSU enclosed and compact [adj] 

CARACULS AACCLRSU CARACUL, karakul (Asian sheep) [n] 

CAROUSAL AACLORSU boisterous drinking party [n -S] 

CLAUSTRA AACLRSTU basal ganglia in brain [n CLAUSTRA] 

CURTALAX AACLRTUX cutlass (short sword) [n -E] 

GASTRULA AAGLRSTU metazoan embryo [n -E, -S] 

GRADUALS AADGLRSU GRADUAL, hymn sung in alternate parts [n] 

GRANULAR AAGLNRRU composed of granules [adj] 

HAULYARD AADHLRUY halyard (line used to hoist sail) [n -S] 

KARAKULS AAKKLRSU KARAKUL, Asian sheep [n] 

LABARUMS AABLMRSU LABARUM, ecclesiastical banner [n] 

LABRUSCA AABCLRSU fox grape [n -S] 

LACUNARS AACLNRSU LACUNAR, ceiling with recessed panels [n] 

LACUNARY AACLNRUY LACUNA, empty space or missing part [adj] 
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LAUDATOR AADLORTU lauder (one that lauds (to praise)) [n -S] 

LAUREATE AAEELRTU to laurel (to crown with wreath of evergreen leaves) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

LUNARIAN AAILNNRU supposed inhabitant of moon [n -S] 

LUPANARS AALNPRSU LUPANAR, brothel (house of prostitution) [n] 

MACRURAL AACLMRRU pertaining to macruran (any of suborder of crustaceans) [adj] 

MANURIAL AAILMNRU of or pertaining to manure [adj] 

MONAURAL AALMNORU pertaining to sound transmission, recording, or reproduction involving single transmission path [adj] 

NATURALS AALNRSTU NATURAL, type of musical note [n] 

ORACULAR AACLORRU ORACLE, person through whom deity is believed to speak [adj] 

PASTURAL AALPRSTU pertaining to pasture [adj] 

PIACULAR AACILPRU atoning [adj] 

PLANULAR AALLNPRU PLANULA, free-swimming larva of certain organisms [adj] 

PUPARIAL AAILPPRU PUPARIUM, pupal shell [adj] 

RUGALACH AACGHLRU rugelach (cookie of cream-cheese dough spread with filling and rolled up) [n RUGALACH] 

SACCULAR AACCLRSU resembling sac (pouch-shaped structure in animal or plant) [adj] 

SALUTARY AALRSTUY producing beneficial effect [adj] 

SCAPULAR AACLPRSU sleeveless outer garment worn by monks [n -S] 

SPATULAR AALPRSTU SPATULA, mixing implement [adj] 

SUBAURAL AABLRSUU scarcely hearable [adj] 

VACUOLAR AACLORUV VACUOLE, small cavity in organic tissue [adj] 

VALUATOR AALORTUV one that valuates (to appraise (to set value on)) [n -S] 

VALVULAR AALLRUVV pertaining to valve [adj] 

VASCULAR AACLRSUV pertaining to ducts that convey body fluids [adj] 

YARMULKA AAKLMRUY yarmulke (skullcap worn by Jewish males) [n -S] 

ZARZUELA AAELRUZZ Spanish operetta [n -S] 

 

NANCY 

ANODYNIC ACDINNOY ANODYNE, medicine that relieves pain [adj] 

CANDYING ACDGINNY CANDY, to coat with sugar [v] 

CANDYMAN AACDMNNY one who sells illegal drugs [n -MEN] 

CANDYMEN ACDEMNNY CANDYMAN, one who sells illegal drugs [n] 

CANINITY ACIINNTY state of being canine (dog) [n -TIES] 

CANNONRY ACNNNORY artillery (large caliber weapons) [n -RIES] 

CAYENNED ACDEENNY CAYENNE, hot seasoning [adj] 

CAYENNES ACEENNSY CAYENNE, hot seasoning [n] 

CINNAMYL ACILMNNY chemical used to make soap [n -S] 

CYANINES ACEINNSY CYANINE, blue dye [n] 

CYANOGEN ACEGNNOY reactive compound of carbon and nitrogen [n -S] 

FANCYING ACFGINNY FANCY, to take liking to [v] 

INSTANCY ACINNSTY urgency (quality of being urgent (requiring immediate attention)) [n -CIES] 

NASCENCY ACCENNSY birth; origin [n -CIES] 

REGNANCY ACEGNNRY state of being regnant (reigning) [n -CIES] 

TANGENCY ACEGNNTY state of being in immediate physical contact [n -CIES] 

TYRANNIC ACINNRTY characteristic of tyrant [adj] 

UNCHANCY ACCHNNUY unlucky (not lucky (having good fortune)) [adj] 

 

PAMELA 
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AMPULLAE AAELLMPU AMPULLA, globular bottle used in ancient Rome [n] 

FACEPALM AACEFLMP to put one's palm on one's face to express disbelief or despair [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GAMEPLAY AAEGLMPY way computer or video game is played [n -S] 

HEADLAMP AADEHLMP light on front of car [n -S] 

LAMPASES AAELMPSS LAMPAS, inflammation of roof of horse's mouth [n] 

MALAPERT AAELMPRT impudent person [n -S] 

MAPPABLE AABELMPP capable of being mapped [adj] 

MAYAPPLE AAELMPPY perennial herb [n -S] 

NAPALMED AADELMNP NAPALM, to assault with type of incendiary bomb [v] 

PALMATED AADELMPT palmate (resembling open hand) [adj] 

PLACEMAN AACELMNP political appointee to public office [n -MEN] 

PLACEMAT AACELMPT table mat (piece of material for protecting surface) on which place setting is laid [n -S] 

PLAYMATE AAELMPTY companion in play [n -S] 

VAMPLATE AAELMPTV circular metal plate on spear or lance for protecting hand [n -S] 

 

PATTI 

ANTITYPE AEINPTTY opposite type [n -S] 

APATETIC AACEIPTT having coloration serving as natural camouflage [adj] 

APATITES AAEIPSTT APATITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

APPETITE AEEIPPTT desire for food or drink [n -S] 

APTITUDE ADEIPTTU ability (quality of being able to do something) [n -S] 

BAPTISTS ABIPSSTT BAPTIST, one who baptizes [n] 

CAPITATE AACEIPTT bone of wrist of primates [n -S] 

CHAPATTI AACHIPTT chapati (unleavened bread of India) [n -S] 

OPTATIVE AEIOPTTV mood of verbs that expresses wish or desire [n -S] 

OUTPAINT AINOPTTU to surpass in painting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PANTSUIT AINPSTTU type of woman's suit [n -S] 

PARTIEST AEIPRSTT PARTY, boisterous [adj] 

PARTITAS AAIPRSTT PARTITA, set of related instrumental pieces [n] 

PASTIEST AEIPSSTT PASTY, pale and unhealthy in appearance [adj] 

PASTITSO AIOPSSTT Greek dish of ground meat, pasta, white sauce, and cheese [n -S] 

PATHETIC ACEHIPTT arousing pity [adj] 

PATIENTS AEINPSTT PATIENT, one who is under medical treatment [n] 

PATINATE AAEINPTT to give patina to [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PATOOTIE AEIOOPTT buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n -S] 

PATRIATE AAEIPRTT to transfer (power of legislation) to autonomous country [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PATRIOTS AIOPRSTT PATRIOT, one who loves his country [n] 

PEATIEST AEEIPSTT PEATY, resembling or containing peat [adj] 

PITAPATS AAIPPSTT PITAPAT, to make repeated tapping sound [v] 

PITTANCE ACEINPTT small allowance of money [n -S] 

PLATIEST AEILPSTT PLATY, split into thin, flat pieces [adj] 

PLATTING AGILNPTT PLAT, to plait (to braid (to weave together)) [v] 

PORTRAIT AIOPRRTT likeness of person [n -S] 

POTATION AINOOPTT act of drinking (to swallow liquid) [n -S] 

PROTATIC ACIOPRTT PROTASIS, introductory part of classical drama [adj] 

PUTATIVE AEIPTTUV generally regarded as such [adj] 

SPATTING AGINPSTT SPAT, to strike lightly [v] 
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TALIPOTS AILOPSTT TALIPOT, tall palm tree [n] 

THIOTEPA AEHIOPTT chemical compound [n -S] 

TINPLATE AEILNPTT to coat object with tin [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TIPCARTS ACIPRSTT TIPCART, type of cart [n] 

TIPSTAFF AFFIPSTT attendant in court of law [n -S, -AVES] 

TRIPPANT AINPPRTT walking -- used of heraldic animal [adj] 

TRIPTANE AEINPRTT chemical compound [n -S] 

TRIPTANS AINPRSTT TRIPTAN, drug for treating migraine attacks [n] 

TRIPTYCA ACIPRTTY triptych (ancient writing tablet) [n -S] 

TYROPITA AIOPRTTY pastry made with layers of phyllo and filled with cheese-egg mixture [n -S] 

 

ROBERT 

ABORTERS ABEORRST ABORTER, one that aborts (to bring forth fetus prematurely) [n] 

ARBORETA AABEORRT places for study and exhibition of trees [n ARBORETA] 

BARRETOR ABEORRRT barrator (one who commits barratry (fraud committed by master or crew of ship)) [n -S] 

BOURTREE BEEORRTU European tree [n -S] 

BROTHERS BEHORRST BROTHER, male sibling [n] / BROTHER, to treat like brother [v] 

OBTRUDER BDEORRTU one that obtrudes (to thrust forward) [n -S] 

ORBITERS BEIORRST ORBITER, one that orbits (to move or revolve around) [n] 

ROBUSTER BEORRSTU ROBUST, strong and healthy [adj] 

TABORERS ABEORRST TABORER, one that tabors (to beat on small drum) [n] 

TABOURER ABEORRTU taborer (one that tabors (to beat on small drum)) [n -S] 

THROBBER BBEHORRT one that throbs (to pulsate (to expand and contract rhythmically)) [n -S] 

TREMBLOR BELMORRT earth tremor [n -S] 

TROUBLER BELORRTU one that troubles (to distress (to cause anxiety or suffering to)) [n -S] 

TRUEBORN BENORRTU genuinely such by birth [adj] 

 

SANDY 

ANALYSED AADELNSY ANALYSE, to analyze (to subject to analysis (separation of whole into its parts)) [v] 

ANDESYTE ADEENSTY andesite (volcanic rock) [n -S] 

ANODYNES ADENNOSY ANODYNE, medicine that relieves pain [n] 

ASYNDETA AADENSTY omissions of certain conjunctions [n ASYNDETA] 

BENDWAYS ABDENSWY bendwise (diagonally (in diagonal manner)) [adv] 

CYANIDES ACDEINSY CYANIDE, to treat ore with cyanid [v] 

CYANOSED ACDENOSY CYANOSIS, bluish discoloration of skin [adj] 

DANDYISH ADDHINSY suggestive of dandy [adj] 

DANDYISM ADDIMNSY style or conduct of dandy [n -S] 

DRYLANDS ADDLNRSY DRYLAND, arid region [n] 

DYNAMICS ACDIMNSY DYNAMIC, physical force [n] 

DYNAMISM ADIMMNSY theory that explains universe in terms of force or energy [n -S] 

DYNAMIST ADIMNSTY adherent of dynamism (theory that explains universe in terms of force or energy) [n -S] 

DYNASTIC ACDINSTY DYNASTY, succession of rulers from same line of descent [adj] 

DYSPNEAL ADELNPSY DYSPNEA, labored breathing [adj] 

DYSPNEAS ADENPSSY DYSPNEA, labored breathing [n] 

DYSPNOEA ADENOPSY dyspnea (labored breathing) [n -S] 

DYSTONIA ADINOSTY condition of disordered tonicity of muscle tissue [n -S] 

ENDPLAYS ADELNPSY ENDPLAY, to force (opponent in bridge) to lead [v] 
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HYDRANTS ADHNRSTY HYDRANT, outlet from water main [n] 

KYANISED ADEIKNSY KYANISE, to kyanize (to treat wood with type of preservative) [v] 

LADYKINS ADIKLNSY LADYKIN, small lady [n] 

LADYNESS ADELNSSY quality or state of being lady [n -ES] 

LANYARDS AADLNRSY LANYARD, fastening rope on ship [n] 

MISANDRY ADIMNRSY hatred of men [n -RIES] 

NOONDAYS ADNNOOSY NOONDAY, noon (midday (middle of day)) [n] 

NOWADAYS AADNOSWY in these times [adv] 

ODYSSEAN ADENOSSY ODYSSEY, long, wandering journey [adj] 

PAYDOWNS ADNOPSWY PAYDOWN, reduction of debt through repayment [n] 

REYNARDS ADENRRSY REYNARD, fox [n] 

SANDYISH ADHINSSY somewhat sandy [adj] 

SARDONYX ADNORSXY variety of quartz [n -ES] 

STANDBYS ABDNSSTY STANDBY, one that can be relied on [n] 

SYNAPSED ADENPSSY SYNAPSE, to come together in synapsis [v] 

SYNAPSID ADINPSSY one of group of extinct reptiles [n -S] 

SYNDICAL ACDILNSY SYNDIC, business agent [adj] 

SYSADMIN ADIMNSSY system administrator [n -S] 

TANYARDS AADNRSTY TANYARD, section of tannery containing vats [n] 

TARDYONS ADNORSTY TARDYON, subatomic particle that travels slower than speed of light [n] 

TOYLANDS ADLNOSTY TOYLAND, toy industry [n] 

UNSTAYED ADENSTUY not secured with ropes or wires [adj] 

UNSTEADY ADENSTUY not steady (firm in position) [adj -DIER, -DIEST] / to make not firm or stable [v -DIED, -ING, -DIES] 

UNSWAYED ADENSUWY not swayed (to move slowly back and forth) [adj] 

VANDYKES ADEKNSVY VANDYKE, short, pointed beard [n] 

WINDWAYS ADINSWWY WINDWAY, passage for air [n] 

YEARENDS ADEENRSY YEAREND, end of year [n] 

 

SARAH 

AIRHEADS AADEHIRS AIRHEAD, stupid person [n] 

AMPHORAS AAHMOPRS AMPHORA, narrow-necked jar used in ancient Greece [n] 

ANAPHORS AAHNOPRS ANAPHOR, word or phrase that takes reference from preceding word or phrase [n] 

ARCHAISE AACEHIRS to archaize (to use archaisms) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ARCHAISM AACHIMRS archaic word, idiom, or expression [n -S] 

ARCHAIST AACHIRST one that archaizes (to use archaisms) [n -S] 

ARCHWAYS AACHRSWY ARCHWAY, passageway under arch [n] 

ARETHUSA AAEHRSTU flowering plant [n -S] 

ASHLARED AADEHLRS ASHLAR, to build with squared stones [v] 

ASHRAMAS AAAHMRSS ASHRAMA, stage of life in Hinduism [n] 

ASHTRAYS AAHRSSTY ASHTRAY, receptacle for tobacco ashes [n] 

AUTARCHS AACHRSTU AUTARCH, absolute ruler [n] 

BAHADURS AABDHRSU BAHADUR, Hindu title of respect [n] 

BARCHANS AABCHNRS BARCHAN, type of sand dune [n] 

BHANGRAS AABGHNRS BHANGRA, form of popular Punjabi dance music [n] 

BRAHMANS AABHMNRS BRAHMAN, member of highest Hindu caste [n] 

CATARRHS AACHRRST CATARRH, inflammation of mucous membrane [n] 

CHARADES AACDEHRS CHARADE, word represented by pantomime [n] 
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CHARASES AACEHRSS CHARAS, hashish (mild narcotic) [n] 

CHARISMA AACHIMRS magnetic appeal [n -S, -TA] 

CHARKHAS AACHHKRS CHARKHA, spinning wheel [n] 

CHARPAIS AACHIPRS CHARPAI, charpoy (bed used in India) [n] 

CITHARAS AACHIRST CITHARA, ancient stringed instrument [n] 

DARSHANS AADHNRSS DARSHAN, Hindu blessing [n] 

DRACHMAS AACDHMRS DRACHMA, former monetary unit of Greece [n] 

EARACHES AACEEHRS EARACHE, pain in ear (organ of hearing) [n] 

FARINHAS AAFHINRS FARINHA, meal made from root of cassava [n] 

GHARIALS AAGHILRS GHARIAL, large reptile [n] 

HAFTARAS AAAFHRST HAFTARA, haphtara (biblical selection) [n] 

HAFTAROS AAFHORST HAFTARAH, haphtara (biblical selection) [n] 

HAGGARDS AADGGHRS HAGGARD, adult hawk [n] 

HAIRCAPS AACHIPRS HAIRCAP, hat [n] 

HALYARDS AADHLRSY HALYARD, line used to hoist sail [n] 

HANAPERS AAEHNPRS HANAPER, wicker receptacle [n] 

HANDCARS AACDHNRS HANDCAR, hand-operated railroad car [n] 

HARASSED AADEHRSS HARASS, to bother persistently [v] 

HARASSER AAEHRRSS one that harasses (to bother persistently) [n -S] 

HARASSES AAEHRSSS HARASS, to bother persistently [v] 

HARDCASE AACDEHRS tough or obstinate person [n -S] 

HARDHATS AADHHRST HARDHAT, conservative [n] 

HARDPANS AADHNPRS HARDPAN, layer of hard subsoil [n] 

HARIANAS AAAHINRS HARIANA, breed of cattle [n] 

HARIJANS AAHIJNRS HARIJAN, outcaste in India [n] 

HARISSAS AAHIRSSS HARISSA, spicy North African sauce [n] 

HATRACKS AACHKRST HATRACK, rack for hats [n] 

HAUSFRAU AAFHRSUU housewife [n -EN, -S] 

HAVARTIS AAHIRSTV HAVARTI, Danish cheese [n] 

HAYRACKS AACHKRSY HAYRACK, frame used in hauling hay [n] 

HAYWARDS AADHRSWY HAYWARD, officer who tends cattle [n] 

HEARSAYS AAEHRSSY HEARSAY, secondhand information [n] 

HETAERAS AAEEHRST HETAERA, concubine [n] 

HETAIRAS AAEHIRST HETAIRA, hetaera (concubine) [n] 

JARHEADS AADEHJRS JARHEAD, marine soldier [n] 

KHADDARS AADDHKRS KHADDAR, cotton cloth [n] 

KITHARAS AAHIKRST KITHARA, cithara (ancient stringed instrument) [n] 

LASHKARS AAHKLRSS LASHKAR, lascar (East Indian sailor) [n] 

MADRASAH AAADHMRS madrassa (Muslim school) [n -S] 

MARCHESA AACEHMRS wife or widow of marchese [n -SE] 

MARSHALL AAHLLMRS to marshal (to put in proper order) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MARSHALS AAHLMRSS MARSHAL, to put in proper order [v] 

NARWHALS AAHLNRSW NARWHAL, arctic aquatic mammal [n] 

PARASHAH AAAHHPRS portion of Torah read on Sabbath [n -S, -HIOTH, -HOT, -HOTH] 

PARASHOT AAHOPRST PARASHAH, portion of Torah read on Sabbath [n] 

PARATHAS AAAHPRST PARATHA, piece of unleavened bread fried on griddle [n] 

PEARLASH AAEHLPRS alkaline compound [n -ES] 
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PHARAOHS AAHHOPRS PHARAOH, ruler of ancient Egypt [n] 

PIRANHAS AAHINPRS PIRANHA, voracious fish [n] 

RAINWASH AAHINRSW to wash material downhill by rain [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SAHUAROS AAHORSSU SAHUARO, saguaro (tall cactus) [n] 

SAMBHARS AABHMRSS SAMBHAR, sambar (large Asian deer) [n] 

SHADRACH AACDHHRS mass of unfused material in hearth of blast furnace [n -S] 

SHAGBARK AABGHKRS hardwood tree [n -S] 

SHALWARS AAHLRSSW SHALWAR, pair of loose trousers worn by some women of India [n] 

SHARABLE AABEHLRS SHARE, to have, get, or use in common with another or others [adj] 

SHARIAHS AAHHIRSS SHARIAH, sharia (Islamic law based on Koran) [n] 

SHARIATS AAHIRSST SHARIAT, sharia (Islamic law based on Koran) [n] 

SHAWARMA AAAHMRSW sandwich of lamb or chicken, vegetables, and often tahini wrapped in pita bread [n -S] 

SHIKARAS AAHIKRSS SHIKARA, light, flat-bottomed boat in Kashmir [n] 

SRADDHAS AADDHRSS SRADDHA, sradha (Hindu ceremonial offering) [n] 

SRIRACHA AACHIRRS chili sauce [n -S] 

STRAMASH AAHMRSST uproar (state of noisy excitement and confusion) [n -ES] 

STRAWHAT AAHRSTTW pertaining to summer theater situated in resort area [adj] 

SUBAHDAR AABDHRSU governor of subah [n -S] 

TARABISH AABHIRST type of card game [n -ES] 

TRACHEAS AACEHRST TRACHEA, passage for conveying air to lungs [n] 

TRASHMAN AAHMNRST person who removes trash [n -MEN] 

TREHALAS AAEHLRST TREHALA, sweet, edible substance forming pupal case of certain weevils [n] 

WARHEADS AADEHRSW WARHEAD, front part of missile containing explosive [n] 

WARPATHS AAHPRSTW WARPATH, route taken by attacking Native Americans [n] 

WASHRAGS AAGHRSSW WASHRAG, small cloth used for washing oneself [n] 

 

SCOTT 

BISCOTTI BCIIOSTT BISCOTTO, crisp, anise-flavored cookie [n] 

BISCOTTO BCIOOSTT crisp, anise-flavored cookie [n -TTI] 

BITSTOCK BCIKOSTT brace on drill [n -S] 

BITTOCKS BCIKOSTT BITTOCK, small amount [n] 

BOYCOTTS BCOOSTTY BOYCOTT, to refuse to buy [v] 

BUTTOCKS BCKOSTTU BUTTOCK, either of two rounded parts of rump [n] 

CALOTTES ACELOSTT CALOTTE, skullcap (close-fitting cap) [n] 

CASTRATO AACORSTT singer castrated in boyhood [n -TI, -S] 

CATBOATS AABCOSTT CATBOAT, small sailboat [n] 

CATTALOS AACLOSTT CATTALO, catalo (hybrid between buffalo and cow) [n] 

CAVETTOS ACEOSTTV CAVETTO, concave molding [n] 

CITATORS ACIORSTT CITATOR, one that cites (to quote as authority or example) [n] 

COATTEST ACEOSTTT to attest jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COCOTTES CCEOOSTT COCOTTE, prostitute [n] 

CONSTANT ACNNOSTT something that does not vary [n -S] 

CONTACTS ACCNOSTT CONTACT, to communicate with [v] 

CONTENTS CENNOSTT CONTENT, to satisfy (to provide fully with what is desired, expected, or needed) [v] 

CONTESTS CENOSSTT CONTEST, to compete for [v] 

CONTEXTS CENOSTTX CONTEXT, part of discourse in which particular word or phrase appears [n] 

CONTORTS CNOORSTT CONTORT, to twist out of shape [v] 
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CONTRAST ACNORSTT to place in opposition to set off differences [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CORNETTS CENORSTT CORNETT, cornetto (musical wind instrument) [n] 

COTTAGES ACEGOSTT COTTAGE, to vacation at small house [v] 

COTTIERS CEIORSTT COTTIER, cottar (tenant farmer) [n] 

COUTHEST CEHOSTTU COUTH, sophisticated [adj] 

CROSTATA AACORSTT type of fruit tart [n -S] 

CRYOSTAT ACORSTTY refrigerating device [n -S] 

CULOTTES CELOSTTU CULOTTE, divided skirt [n] 

FATSTOCK ACFKOSTT livestock that is fat and ready for market [n -S] 

FUTTOCKS CFKOSTTU FUTTOCK, curved timber in frame of wooden ship [n] 

MATTOCKS ACKMOSTT MATTOCK, digging tool [n] 

OBSTRUCT BCORSTTU to get in way of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OCTETTES CEEOSTTT OCTETTE, octet (group of eight) [n] 

OPTICIST CIIOPSTT one engaged in study of light and vision [n -S] 

OSCITANT ACINOSTT yawning [adj] 

OSTEITIC CEIIOSTT OSTEITIS, inflammation of bone [adj] 

OTOCYSTS COOSSTTY OTOCYST, organ of balance in many invertebrates [n] 

OUTCASTE ACEOSTTU to expel from their caste [v -D, -TEING, -TING, -S] 

OUTCASTS ACOSSTTU OUTCAST, one that is cast out [n] / outcast [v] 

PROTECTS CEOPRSTT PROTECT, to keep from harm, attack, or injury [v] 

RICOTTAS ACIORSTT RICOTTA, Italian cheese [n] 

SCOTTIES CEIOSSTT SCOTTIE, short-legged terrier [n] 

SHORTCUT CHORSTTU to take shorter or quicker way [v SHORTCUT, -TTING, -S] 

SOCKETTE CEEKOSTT very short sock [n -S] 

STACCATO AACCOSTT musical passage marked by short, clear-cut playing of tones [n -TI, -S] 

STENOTIC CEINOSTT STENOSIS, narrowing of bodily passage [adj] 

STICKOUT CIKOSTTU one that is conspicuous [n -S] 

STICTION CIINOSTT force required to begin to move body that is in contact with another body [n -S] 

STOCCATA AACCOSTT stoccado (thrust with rapier) [n -S] 

STOCKIST CIKOSSTT one who stocks goods (something that is good) [n -S] 

STOCKPOT CKOOPSTT pot in which broth is prepared [n -S] 

STOMATIC ACIMOSTT pertaining to mouth [adj] 

STONECUT CENOSTTU print made from image engraved on stone [n -S] 

STRONTIC CINORSTT STRONTIA, chemical compound [adj] 

TACTIONS ACINOSTT TACTION, act of touching (to be in or come into contact with) [n] 

TIPSTOCK CIKOPSTT part of gun [n -S] 

TOCCATAS AACCOSTT TOCCATA, musical composition usually for organ [n] 

TONETICS CEINOSTT phonetic study of tone in language [n -S] 

TOPCOATS ACOOPSTT TOPCOAT, lightweight overcoat [n] 

TRACTORS ACORRSTT TRACTOR, motor vehicle used in farming [n] 

 

SHARON 

ALPHORNS AHLNOPRS ALPHORN, wooden horn used by Swiss herdsmen [n] 

ALTHORNS AHLNORST ALTHORN, brass wind instrument [n] 

ANAPHORS AAHNOPRS ANAPHOR, word or phrase that takes reference from preceding word or phrase [n] 

BODHRANS ABDHNORS BODHRAN, Irish drum [n] 

CHANTORS ACHNORST CHANTOR, chanter (one that chants (to sing)) [n] 
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HARDNOSE ADEHNORS stubborn person [n -S] 

HARPOONS AHNOOPRS HARPOON, to strike with barbed spear [v] 

HOARSENS AEHNORSS HOARSEN, to make hoarse [v] 

HORSEMAN AEHMNORS one who rides horse [n -MEN] 

MENORAHS AEHMNORS MENORAH, candleholder used in Jewish worship [n] 

MONARCHS ACHMNORS MONARCH, absolute ruler [n] 

NOMARCHS ACHMNORS NOMARCH, head of nome [n] 

ORANGISH AGHINORS of somewhat orange color [adj] 

RAMSHORN AHMNORRS snail used as aquarium scavenger [n -S] 

RHAMNOSE AEHMNORS sugar found in plants [n -S] 

SAXHORNS AHNORSSX SAXHORN, brass wind instrument [n] 

SENHORAS AEHNORSS SENHORA, married Portuguese or Brazilian woman [n] 

STAGHORN AGHNORST stag's horn used for knife handle [n -S] 

 

STEVE 

AVERTERS AEERRSTV AVERTER, one that averts (to turn away) [n] 

CHEVRETS CEEHRSTV CHEVRET, chevre (cheese made from goat's milk) [n] 

COVETERS CEEORSTV COVETER, one that covets (to desire greatly) [n] 

CUVETTES CEESTTUV CUVETTE, small tube or vessel [n] 

DEVESTED DDEEESTV DEVEST, to divest (to strip or deprive of anything) [v] 

DEVIATES ADEEISTV DEVIATE, to turn aside from course or norm [v] 

DEVOTEES DEEEOSTV DEVOTEE, ardent follower or supporter [n] 

DIVESTED DDEEISTV DIVEST, to strip or deprive of anything [v] 

EGESTIVE EEEGISTV EGESTION, act of egesting (to discharge from body) [adj] 

ELATIVES AEEILSTV ELATIVE, adjectival form in some languages [n] 

ELEVATES AEEELSTV ELEVATE, to raise (to move to higher position) [v] 

ESTIVATE AEEISTTV to spend summer [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ESTOVERS EEORSSTV necessities allowed by law [n -S] 

EVENTERS EEENRSTV EVENTER, horse or rider competing in eventing [n] 

EVERTORS EEORRSTV EVERTOR, muscle that turns part outward [n] 

EVICTEES CEEEISTV EVICTEE, one that is evicted [n] 

EVILLEST EEILLSTV EVIL, morally bad [adj] 

EVOLUTES EELOSTUV EVOLUTE, type of geometric curve [n] 

HEAVIEST AEEHISTV HEAVY, having much weight [adj] 

HEAVYSET AEEHSTVY solidly built; stocky [adj] 

INVESTED DEEINSTV INVEST, to commit something of value for future profit [v] 

INVITEES EEIINSTV INVITEE, one that is invited [n] 

KVETCHES CEEHKSTV KVETCH, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

LEAVIEST AEEILSTV LEAVY, leafy (covered with leaves) [adj] 

LEVERETS EEELRSTV LEVERET, young hare [n] 

LEVITIES EEIILSTV LEVITY, conduct characterized by lack of seriousness [n] 

LOVEFEST EEFLOSTV gathering to promote good feeling [n -S] 

LOVESEAT AEELOSTV small sofa for two persons [n -S] 

MISEVENT EEIMNSTV mishap (unfortunate accident) [n -S] 

NAIVETES AEEINSTV NAIVETE, quality of being naive (lacking sophistication) [n] 

NAVETTES AEENSTTV NAVETTE, gem cut in pointed oval form [n] 

NERVIEST EEINRSTV NERVY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 
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OUTSERVE EEORSTUV to surpass in serving [v -D, -VING, -S] 

OVERBETS BEEORSTV OVERBET, to bet too much [v] 

OVEREATS AEEORSTV OVEREAT, to eat to excess [v] 

OVERLETS EELORSTV OVERLET, to let to excess [v] 

OVERSETS EEORSSTV OVERSET, to turn or tip over [v] 

OVERSTEP EEOPRSTV to go beyond [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

OVERWETS EEORSTVW OVERWET, to wet too much [v] 

PERVERTS EEPRRSTV PERVERT, to turn away from right course of action [v] 

PERVIEST EEIPRSTV PERVY, sexually perverted [adj] 

PREVENTS EENPRSTV PREVENT, to keep from happening [v] 

RAVENEST AEENRSTV RAVEN, glossy black [adj] 

REINVEST EEINRSTV to invest again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTRIVE EEIRRSTV to strive again [v -ROVE, -N, -ING, -S] 

RESTROVE EEORRSTV RESTRIVE, to strive again [v] 

REVESTED DEEERSTV REVEST, to vest again [v] 

RIVETERS EEIRRSTV RIVETER, one that rivets (to fasten with type of metal bolt) [n] 

SEDATIVE ADEEISTV drug that induces calm state [n -S] 

SEVENTHS EEHNSSTV SEVENTH, one of seven equal parts [n] 

SEVEREST EEERSSTV SEVERE, unsparing in treatment of others [adj] 

SEVERITY EEIRSTVY quality or state of being severe [n -TIES] 

SIEVERTS EEIRSSTV SIEVERT, unit of ionizing radiation [n] 

SIRVENTE EEINRSTV satirical medieval song or poem [n -S] 

STEEVING EEGINSTV angular elevation of bowsprit from ship's keel [n -S] / STEEVE, to stow in hold of ship [v] 

SVELTELY EELLSTVY SVELTE, gracefully slender [adv] 

SVELTEST EELSSTTV SVELTE, gracefully slender [adj] 

TELEVISE EEEILSTV to broadcast by television (electronic system of transmitting images and sound) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

TRAVERSE AEERRSTV to pass across or through [v -D, -SING, -S] 

UNVESTED DEENSTUV not vested (to place in control of) [adj] 

VEALIEST AEEILSTV VEALY, immature (not fully grown or developed) [adj] 

VEDETTES DEEESTTV VEDETTE, small boat used for scouting [n] 

VEGETIST EEGISTTV one that eats only plant products [n -S] 

VEINIEST EEIINSTV VEINY, full of veins [adj] 

VEINLETS EEILNSTV VEINLET, small vein [n] 

VELOUTES EELOSTUV VELOUTE, type of sauce [n] 

VENTAGES AEEGNSTV VENTAGE, small opening [n] 

VENTLESS EELNSSTV having no vent [adj] 

VENTURES EENRSTUV VENTURE, to risk (to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss)) [v] 

VERITIES EEIIRSTV VERITY, truth (conformity to fact or reality) [n] 

VERSELET EEELRSTV short group of lines that form unit in poem or song [n -S] 

VERTEXES EEERSTVX VERTEX, highest point of something [n] 

VERTICES CEEIRSTV VERTEX, highest point of something [n] 

VESICATE ACEEISTV to blister (to cause blisters (skin swellings)) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

VESTIGES EEGISSTV VESTIGE, visible sign of something that is no longer in existence [n] 

VESTLESS EELSSSTV being without vest [adj] 

VESTLIKE EEIKLSTV resembling vest (short, sleeveless garment) [adj] 

VESTMENT EEMNSTTV one of ceremonial garments of clergy [n -S] 

VESTRIES EEIRSSTV VESTRY, room in which vestments are kept [n] 
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VESTURED DEERSTUV VESTURE, to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v] 

VESTURES EERSSTUV VESTURE, to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v] 

VETERANS AEENRSTV VETERAN, former member of armed forces [n] 

VETIVERS EEIRSTVV VETIVER, Asian grass [n] 

VIDETTES DEEISTTV VIDETTE, vedette (small boat used for scouting) [n] 

VIEWIEST EEIISTVW VIEWY, showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj] 

VITESSES EEISSSTV VITESSE, speed [n] 

VORTEXES EEORSTVX VORTEX, whirling mass of fluid [n] 

VOTELESS EELOSSTV having no vote [adj] 

WAVELETS AEELSTVW WAVELET, small wave [n] 

 

SUSAN 

ANCHUSAS AACHNSSU ANCHUSA, hairy-stemmed plant [n] 

ANESTRUS AENRSSTU period of sexual dormancy [n -RI] 

ANIMUSES AEIMNSSU ANIMUS, feeling of hostility [n] 

ANKUSHES AEHKNSSU ANKUSH, ankus (elephant goad) [n] 

ANSEROUS AENORSSU silly (showing lack of good sense) [adj] 

ANURESES AEENRSSU ANURESIS, inability to urinate [n] 

ANURESIS AEINRSSU inability to urinate [n -SES] 

ARSENOUS AENORSSU pertaining to arsenic (metallic element) [adj] 

ARSONOUS ANOORSSU ARSON, malicious or fraudulent burning of property [adj] 

ASSUMING AGIMNSSU ASSUME, to take on [v] 

ASSURING AGINRSSU ASSURE, to insure (to guarantee against loss) [v] 

ASTOUNDS ADNOSSTU ASTOUND, to amaze (to overwhelm with surprise or wonder) [v] 

CANTUSES ACENSSTU CANTUS, style of church music [n] 

DANSEURS ADENRSSU DANSEUR, male ballet dancer [n] 

DANSEUSE ADEENSSU female ballet dancer [n -S] 

DUSTPANS ADNPSSTU DUSTPAN, pan for holding swept dust [n] 

FAUNISTS AFINSSTU FAUNIST, specialist on faunas [n] 

FUSTIANS AFINSSTU FUSTIAN, cotton fabric [n] 

GUANASES AAEGNSSU GUANASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

HUSBANDS ABDHNSSU HUSBAND, to spend wisely [v] 

INSULARS AILNRSSU INSULAR, islander (one that lives on island) [n] 

INULASES AEILNSSU INULASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

ISSUANCE ACEINSSU act of issuing (to come forth) [n -S] 

MEDUSANS ADEMNSSU MEDUSAN, medusa (jellyfish) [n] 

MUSTANGS AGMNSSTU MUSTANG, wild horse [n] 

NAUSEOUS AENOSSUU affected with nausea [adj] 

NUTCASES ACENSSTU NUTCASE, crazy person [n] 

NUTGRASS AGNRSSTU perennial herb [n -ES] 

OSMUNDAS ADMNOSSU OSMUNDA, osmund (any of genus of large ferns) [n] 

OUTSPANS ANOPSSTU OUTSPAN, to unharness draft animal [v] 

PUISSANT AINPSSTU powerful (possessing great force) [adj] 

QUASSINS AINQSSSU QUASSIN, medicinal compound obtained from wood of quassia [n] 

SANCTUMS ACMNSSTU SANCTUM, sacred place [n] 

SANDBURS ABDNRSSU SANDBUR, annual herb [n] 

SANDSPUR ADNPRSSU sandbur (annual herb) [n -S] 
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SANTOKUS AKNOSSTU SANTOKU, Japanese kitchen knife [n] 

SANTOURS ANORSSTU SANTOUR, santir (Persian dulcimer) [n] 

SASANQUA AAANQSSU Japanese camellia [n -S] 

SAUNTERS AENRSSTU SAUNTER, to walk in leisurely manner [v] 

SAURIANS AAINRSSU SAURIAN, any of suborder of reptiles [n] 

SCALENUS ACELNSSU muscle of neck [n -NI] 

SENARIUS AEINRSSU Greek or Latin verse consisting of six metrical feet [n -II] 

SINUATES AEINSSTU SINUATE, to curve in and out [v] 

SOLANUMS ALMNOSSU SOLANUM, any of genus of herbs and shrubs [n] 

SOUTANES AENOSSTU SOUTANE, cassock (long garment worn by clergymen) [n] 

SPANSULE AELNPSSU trademark [n -S] 

STANDUPS ADNPSSTU STANDUP, comic monologue by performer alone on stage [n] 

STANNOUS ANNOSSTU pertaining to tin [adj] 

STANNUMS AMNNSSTU STANNUM, tin [n] 

STUNSAIL AILNSSTU type of sail [n -S] 

SUASIONS AINOSSSU SUASION, persuasion [n] 

SUBBASIN ABBINSSU section of area drained by river [n -S] 

SUBCLANS ABCLNSSU SUBCLAN, subdivision of clan [n] 

SUBDEANS ABDENSSU SUBDEAN, subordinate dean [n] 

SUBNASAL AABLNSSU situated under nose [adj] 

SUBPENAS ABENPSSU SUBPENA, to subpoena (to summon with type of judicial writ) [v] 

SULTANAS AALNSSTU SULTANA, sultan's wife [n] 

SUMMANDS ADMMNSSU SUMMAND, addend (number to be added to another) [n] 

SUNBATHS ABHNSSTU SUNBATH, exposure to sunlight [n] 

SUNBEAMS ABEMNSSU SUNBEAM, beam of sunlight [n] 

SUNCARES ACENRSSU SUNCARE, protection of skin from damage by sun [n] 

SUNDIALS ADILNSSU SUNDIAL, type of time-telling device [n] 

SUNGLASS AGLNSSSU lens for concentrating sun's rays in order to produce heat [n -ES] 

SUNLAMPS ALMNPSSU SUNLAMP, lamp that radiates ultraviolet rays [n] 

SUNLANDS ADLNNSSU SUNLAND, area marked by great amount of sunshine [n] 

SUNSCALD ACDLNSSU injury of woody plants caused by sun [n -S] 

SUNSHADE ADEHNSSU something used as protection from sun [n -S] 

SUNSTARS ANRSSSTU SUNSTAR, type of starfish (star-shaped marine animal) [n] 

SUNTRAPS ANPRSSTU SUNTRAP, pleasantly sunny sheltered place [n] 

SUNWARDS ADNRSSUW sunward (toward sun) [adv] 

SURNAMES AEMNRSSU SURNAME, to give family name to [v] 

SUSTAINS AINSSSTU SUSTAIN, to maintain by providing with food and drink [v] 

TAUTNESS AENSSTTU state of being taut (fully stretched, so as not to be slack) [n -ES] 

TSUNAMIS AIMNSSTU TSUNAMI, very large ocean wave [n] 

UNCLASPS ACLNPSSU UNCLASP, to free from clasp [v] 

UNCLASSY ACLNSSUY not classy (stylish; elegant) [adj] 

UNLASHES AEHLNSSU UNLASH, to untie lashing (type of binding) of [v] 

UNSAFEST AEFNSSTU UNSAFE, not safe (free from danger) [adj] 

UNSNARLS ALNNRSSU UNSNARL, to untangle (to free from tangles) [v] 

UNSPEAKS AEKNPSSU UNSPEAK, to unsay (to retract something said) [v] 

UNSTACKS ACKNSSTU UNSTACK, to remove from stack [v] 

UNSTATES AENSSTTU UNSTATE, to deprive of status [v] 
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UNSTRAPS ANPRSSTU UNSTRAP, to remove strap from [v] 

UNSWEARS AENRSSUW UNSWEAR, to retract something sworn [v] 

UPSTANDS ADNPSSTU UPSTAND, to stand up on one's feet [v] 

URANISMS AIMNRSSU URANISM, homosexuality [n] 

USAUNCES ACENSSUU USAUNCE, usance (usage (firmly established and generally accepted practice or procedure)) [n] 

 

TOMMY 

METONYMS EMMNOSTY METONYM, word used in metonymy [n] 

METONYMY EMMNOTYY type of figure of speech [n -MIES] 

MOMENTLY ELMMNOTY from moment to moment [adv] 

MYCETOMA ACEMMOTY fungous infection [n -S, -TA] 

MYOTOMES EMMOOSTY MYOTOME, portion of embryonic somite [n] 

MYXOMATA AAMMOTXY MYXOMA, tumor composed of mucous tissue [n] 

SYMPTOMS MMOPSSTY SYMPTOM, indication of something [n] 

THYMOMAS AHMMOSTY THYMOMA, tumor arising from thymus tissue [n] 

TOMMYCOD CDMMOOTY tomcod (marine fish) [n -S] 

TOMMYROT MMOORTTY nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd) [n -S] 


	AMANDA
	ADAMANCE AAACDEMN adamancy (unyielding hardness) [n -S]
	ADAMANCY AAACDMNY unyielding hardness [n -CIES]
	ADAMANTS AAADMNST ADAMANT, extremely hard substance [n]
	ADYNAMIA AAADIMNY lack of physical strength [n -S]
	DAMIANAS AAADIMNS DAMIANA, tropical American shrub [n]
	EMPANADA AAADEMNP pastry turnover [n -S]
	MANDALAS AAADLMNS MANDALA, Hindu or Buddhist graphic symbol of universe [n]
	TAMANDUA AAADMNTU arboreal anteater [n -S]
	ANDREW
	ANSWERED ADEENRSW ANSWER, to say, write, or act in return [v]
	DANEWORT ADENORTW flowering plant [n -S]
	DOWNRATE ADENORTW to make lower in value [v -D, -TING, -S]
	NARROWED ADENORRW NARROW, to make narrow [v]
	PREDAWNS ADENPRSW PREDAWN, time just before dawn [n]
	RAWBONED ABDENORW having little flesh [adj]
	SWANHERD ADEHNRSW one who tends swans (large aquatic birds) [n -S]
	TEARDOWN ADENORTW process of disassembling [n -S]
	UNDERJAW ADEJNRUW lower jaw [n -S]
	UNDERWAY ADENRUWY in progress [adv]
	UNWARMED ADEMNRUW not warmed (to make warm) [adj]
	UNWARNED ADENNRUW not warned (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [adj]
	UNWARPED ADENPRUW not warped (to turn or twist out of shape) [adj]
	WANDERED ADDEENRW WANDER, to move about with no destination or purpose [v]
	WANDERER ADEENRRW one that wanders (to move about with no destination or purpose) [n -S]
	WANDEROO ADENOORW Asian monkey [n -S]
	WARDENRY ADENRRWY office of warden (chief officer of prison) [n -RIES]
	WRANGLED ADEGLNRW WRANGLE, to argue noisily [v]
	ANGELA
	AGENTIAL AAEGILNT AGENT, to act as representative for [adj]
	ALGINATE AAEGILNT chemical salt [n -S]
	ALIENAGE AAEEGILN state of being foreign (situated outside place or country) [n -S]
	ANALOGUE AAEGLNOU something that bears analogy to something else [n -S]
	ANGELICA AACEGILN aromatic herb [n -S]
	ANGULATE AAEGLNTU to make angular [v -D, -TING, -S]
	ARGENTAL AAEGLNRT ARGENT, silver [adj]
	GAINABLE AABEGILN GAIN, to acquire (to come into possession of) [adj]
	GAMELANS AAEGLMNS GAMELAN, type of orchestra [n]
	GERANIAL AAEGILNR citral (lemon flavoring) [n -S]
	GNAWABLE AABEGLNW GNAW, to wear away by persistent biting [adj]
	HANGABLE AABEGHLN HANG, to attach from above only [adj]
	LAGNAPPE AAEGLNPP small gift given to customer with his purchase [n -S]
	LANGRAGE AAEGGLNR shot formerly used in naval warfare [n -S]
	LANGUAGE AAEGGLNU body of words and systems serving as means of communication [n -S]
	LASAGNES AAEGLNSS LASAGNE, lasagna (Italian baked dish) [n]
	MAGDALEN AADEGLMN reformed prostitute [n -S]
	PHALANGE AAEGHLNP any bone of finger or toe [n -S]
	SANGREAL AAEGLNRS sangrail (legendary cup used by Christ at Last Supper) [n -S]
	SELADANG AADEGLNS saladang (wild ox) [n -S]
	ASHLEY
	CHARLEYS ACEHLRSY CHARLEY, charlie (fool) [n]
	CHASTELY ACEHLSTY CHASTE, morally pure [adv]
	HAYLAGES AAEGHLSY HAYLAGE, type of hay [n]
	HOARSELY AEHLORSY HOARSE, low and rough in sound [adv]
	HYALINES AEHILNSY HYALINE, transparent substance [n]
	HYALITES AEHILSTY HYALITE, colorless opal [n]
	LEHAYIMS AEHILMSY LEHAYIM, traditional Jewish toast [n]
	STEALTHY AEHLSTTY intended to escape observation [adj -HIER, -HIEST]
	CHARLES
	CHARLEYS ACEHLRSY CHARLEY, charlie (fool) [n]
	CHARLIES ACEHILRS CHARLIE, fool [n]
	CHARNELS ACEHLNRS CHARNEL, room where corpses are placed [n]
	CHOLERAS ACEHLORS CHOLERA, acute disease [n]
	CHORALES ACEHLORS CHORALE, hymn that is sung in unison [n]
	CLASHERS ACEHLRSS CLASHER, one that clashes (to conflict or disagree) [n]
	HACKLERS ACEHKLRS HACKLER, one that hackles (to hack (to cut or chop roughly)) [n]
	LEACHERS ACEEHLRS LEACHER, one that leaches (to subject to filtering action of liquid) [n]
	SHACKLER ACEHKLRS one that shackles (to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles) [n -S]
	TRACHLES ACEHLRST TRACHLE, to draggle (to make wet and dirty) [v]
	DANIEL
	ALCIDINE ACDEIILN pertaining to family of seabirds [adj]
	ANNELIDS ADEILNNS ANNELID, any of phylum of segmented worms [n]
	ANVILLED ADEILLNV ANVIL, to shape on anvil (heavy iron block) [v]
	BIDENTAL ABDEILNT having two teeth [adj]
	BILANDER ABDEILNR small ship [n -S]
	BINDABLE ABBDEILN BIND, to tie or secure [adj]
	BLINDAGE ABDEGILN protective screen [n -S]
	CALCINED ACCDEILN CALCINE, to reduce to calx by heat [v]
	CANFIELD ACDEFILN card game [n -S]
	DANGLIER ADEGILNR DANGLY, dangling [adj]
	DATELINE ADEEILNT to provide news story with its date and place of origin [v -D, -NING, -S]
	DAWNLIKE ADEIKLNW suggestive of daybreak [adj]
	DEADLINE ADDEEILN to set time limit on something [v -D, -NING, -S]
	DEALIGNS ADEGILNS DEALIGN, to withdraw allegiance to political party [v]
	DEALINGS ADEGILNS DEALING, business transaction [n]
	DELAINES ADEEILNS DELAINE, wool fabric [n]
	DELATING ADEGILNT DELATE, to accuse (to make assertion against) [v]
	DELATION ADEILNOT act of delating (to accuse (to make assertion against)) [n -S]
	DELAYING ADEGILNY DELAY, to put off to later time [v]
	DENIABLE ABDEEILN capable of being denied [adj]
	DENIABLY ABDEILNY DENIABLE, capable of being denied [adv]
	DENTALIA AADEILNT mollusks with long, tapering shells [n DENTALIA]
	DENTINAL ADEILNNT DENTIN, hard substance forming body of tooth [adj]
	DIVALENT ADEILNTV having valence of two [adj]
	DRAGLINE ADEGILNR line used for dragging [n -S]
	DULCINEA ACDEILNU sweetheart [n -S]
	ENDEMIAL ADEEILMN peculiar to country or people [adj]
	ENFILADE ADEEFILN to direct heavy gunfire along length of [v -D, -DING, -S]
	ENTAILED ADEEILNT ENTAIL, to restrict inheritance of to specified line of heirs [v]
	FINAGLED ADEFGILN FINAGLE, to obtain by trickery [v]
	FINDABLE ABDEFILN FIND, to come upon after search [adj]
	FINIALED ADEFIILN FINIAL, crowning ornament [adj]
	GLIADINE ADEGIILN gliadin (simple protein) [n -S]
	HANDLIKE ADEHIKLN resembling hand [adj]
	HANDLINE ADEHILNN fishing line worked by hand [n -S]
	HARDLINE ADEHILNR unyielding (not yielding (to give up)) [adj]
	HEADLINE ADEEHILN to provide with title [v -D, -NING, -S]
	INFLAMED ADEFILMN INFLAME, to set on fire [v]
	INFLATED ADEFILNT INFLATE, to cause to expand by filling with gas or air [v]
	INLANDER ADEILNNR one living in interior of region [n -S]
	INWALLED ADEILLNW INWALL, to surround with wall [v]
	ISLANDED ADDEILNS ISLAND, to make into island (land area entirely surrounded by water) [v]
	ISLANDER ADEILNRS one that lives on island [n -S]
	KNAIDELS ADEIKLNS KNAIDEL, type of dumpling (ball of dough cooked with stew or soup) [n]
	LADENING ADEGILNN LADEN, LADE, to load with cargo [v]
	LANDLINE ADEILLNN line of communication on land [n -S]
	LANDSIDE ADDEILNS part of plow [n -S]
	LEADINGS ADEGILNS LEADING, covering or border of lead [n]
	LINDANES ADEILNNS LINDANE, insecticide [n]
	LINEATED ADEEILNT lineate (marked with lines) [adj]
	MAIDENLY ADEILMNY MAIDEN, young unmarried woman [adj]
	MALIGNED ADEGILMN MALIGN, to speak evil of [v]
	MANDIBLE ABDEILMN bone of lower jaw [n -S]
	MEDALING ADEGILMN MEDAL, to honor with medal (commemorative piece of metal) [v]
	MEDIANLY ADEILMNY medially (in central (situated at, in, or near center) manner) [adv]
	MELANOID ADEILMNO dark pigment [n -S]
	NAILHEAD AADEHILN top of nail [n -S]
	NONIDEAL ADEILNNO not ideal [adj]
	PALINODE ADEILNOP formal retraction [n -S]
	PANICLED ACDEILNP PANICLE, loosely branched flower cluster [adj]
	PANTILED ADEILNPT PANTILE, roofing tile [adj]
	PEDALING ADEGILNP PEDAL, to operate by means of foot levers [v]
	PINELAND ADEILNNP land forested with pine [n -S]
	PLEADING ADEGILNP allegation in legal action [n -S] / PLEAD, to ask for earnestly [v]
	RENAILED ADEEILNR RENAIL, to nail again [v]
	SANDLIKE ADEIKLNS resembling sand [adj]
	SANDPILE ADEILNPS pile of sand [n -S]
	SIGNALED ADEGILNS SIGNAL, to notify by means of communication [v]
	TIDELAND ADDEILNT land alternately covered and uncovered by tide [n -S]
	UNALLIED ADEILLNU not allied (to unite in formal relationship) [adj]
	UNHAILED ADEHILNU not hailed (to welcome (to greet cordially)) [adj]
	UNMAILED ADEILMNU not mailed (to send by governmental postal system) [adj]
	UNNAILED ADEILNNU UNNAIL, to remove nails from [v]
	WINDABLE ABDEILNW WIND, to pass around object or fixed center [adj]
	DAVID
	ADDITIVE ADDEIITV substance added to another to impart desirable qualities [n -S]
	DEVIATED ADDEEITV DEVIATE, to turn aside from course or norm [v]
	DISSAVED ADDEISSV DISSAVE, to use savings for current expenses [v]
	DIVIDUAL ADDIILUV capable of being divided [adj]
	VIZARDED ADDEIRVZ VIZARD, mask [adj]
	DONNA
	ABANDONS AABDNNOS ABANDON, to leave or give up completely [v]
	ADNATION AADINNOT state of being adnate (joined to another part or organ) [n -S]
	ADORNING ADGINNOR ADORN, to add something to for purpose of making more attractive [v]
	ANACONDA AAACDNNO large snake [n -S]
	ANCONOID ACDINNOO ANCON, elbow [adj]
	ANDIRONS ADINNORS ANDIRON, metal support for holding wood in fireplace [n]
	ANDROGEN ADEGNNOR male sex hormone [n -S]
	ANODYNES ADENNOSY ANODYNE, medicine that relieves pain [n]
	ANODYNIC ACDINNOY ANODYNE, medicine that relieves pain [adj]
	ANOINTED ADEINNOT ANOINT, to apply oil to as sacred rite [v]
	ANTINODE ADEINNOT region between adjacent nodes [n -S]
	BONDSMAN ABDMNNOS bondman (male slave) [n -MEN]
	CANNONED ACDENNNO CANNON, to fire cannon (heavy firearm) [v]
	CANTONED ACDENNOT CANTON, to divide into cantons (districts) [v]
	CONIDIAN ACDIINNO CONIDIUM, fungus spore [adj]
	DEMONIAN ADEIMNNO demonic (characteristic of demon) [adj]
	DEVONIAN ADEINNOV of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj]
	DIAZINON ADIINNOZ insecticide [n -S]
	DIPNOANS ADINNOPS DIPNOAN, lungfish (type of fish) [n]
	DOMINANT ADIMNNOT controlling genetic character [n -S]
	DONATING ADGINNOT DONATE, to contribute [v]
	DONATION ADINNOOT something donated [n -S]
	DOWNLAND ADDLNNOW rolling treeless upland [n -S]
	DYNATRON ADNNORTY type of electron tube [n -S]
	FANDANGO AADFGNNO lively Spanish dance [n -ES, -S]
	FONDANTS ADFNNOST FONDANT, soft, creamy candy [n]
	GRANDSON ADGNNORS son of one's son or daughter [n -S]
	HONORAND ADHNNOOR honoree (one that receives honor) [n -S]
	LENTANDO ADELNNOT becoming slower -- used as musical direction [adv]
	LONGHAND ADGHLNNO ordinary handwriting [n -S]
	MADONNAS AADMNNOS MADONNA, former Italian title of respect for woman [n]
	MANDOLIN ADILMNNO stringed musical instrument [n -S]
	MONANDRY ADMNNORY condition of having one husband at time [n -RIES]
	NIDATION ADIINNOT act of nidating (to become implanted in uterus) [n -S]
	NONACIDS ACDINNOS NONACID, substance that is not acid [n]
	NONADULT ADLNNOTU person who is not adult [n -S]
	NONBRAND ABDNNNOR lacking brand name [adj]
	NONDAIRY ADINNORY having no milk products [adj]
	NONDANCE ACDENNNO unrhythmic dance [n -S]
	NONHARDY ADHNNORY not hardy (very sturdy) [adj]
	NONIDEAL ADEILNNO not ideal [adj]
	NONMODAL ADLMNNOO not modal [adj]
	NONRATED ADENNORT not rated (to estimate value of) [adj]
	NONTIDAL ADILNNOT not tidal (pertaining to tides) [adj]
	NONVALID ADILNNOV not valid (based on evidence that can be supported) [adj]
	NOONDAYS ADNNOOSY NOONDAY, noon (midday (middle of day)) [n]
	NORLANDS ADLNNORS NORLAND, region in north [n]
	NORMANDE ADEMNNOR prepared with foods associated with Normandy [adj]
	NOSEBAND ABDENNOS part of horse's bridle [n -S]
	ORDINAND ADDINNOR person about to be ordained [n -S]
	ORDNANCE ACDENNOR artillery; cannon [n -S]
	QUANDONG ADGNNOQU Australian tree [n -S]
	SNOWLAND ADLNNOSW area marked by great amount of snow [n -S]
	SOUNDMAN ADMNNOSU person who controls quality of sound being recorded [n -MEN]
	UNATONED ADENNOTU not atoned (to make amends or reparation) [adj]
	WANTONED ADENNOTW WANTON, to behave immorally [v]
	WOMANNED ADEMNNOW WOMAN, to provide with staff of women [v]
	DONNY
	ANODYNES ADENNOSY ANODYNE, medicine that relieves pain [n]
	ANODYNIC ACDINNOY ANODYNE, medicine that relieves pain [adj]
	CYNODONT CDNNOOTY type of fossil reptile [n -S]
	DOYENNES DEENNOSY DOYENNE, female doyen [n]
	DYNATRON ADNNORTY type of electron tube [n -S]
	ENDOGENY DEEGNNOY growth from within [n -NIES]
	MONANDRY ADMNNORY condition of having one husband at time [n -RIES]
	NONDAIRY ADINNORY having no milk products [adj]
	NONHARDY ADHNNORY not hardy (very sturdy) [adj]
	NONWOODY DNNOOOWY not woody (containing or resembling wood) [adj]
	NOONDAYS ADNNOOSY NOONDAY, noon (midday (middle of day)) [n]
	UNFONDLY DFLNNOUY not fondly (in fond (having affection (fond attachment, devotion, or love)) manner) [adv]
	EDWARD
	BEDWARDS ABDDERSW bedward (toward bed) [adv]
	DAWDLERS ADDELRSW DAWDLER, one that dawdles (to waste time) [n]
	HEADWARD AADDEHRW toward head [adj] / toward head [adv]
	HEADWORD ADDEHORW word put at beginning [n -S]
	RAWHIDED ADDEHIRW RAWHIDE, to beat with type of whip [v]
	REWARDED ADDEERRW REWARD, to give recompense to for worthy behavior [v]
	SIDEWARD ADDEIRSW toward one side [adv]
	TWADDLER ADDELRTW one that twaddles (to talk foolishly) [n -S]
	WADDLERS ADDELRSW WADDLER, one that waddles (to walk with short, swaying steps) [n]
	WANDERED ADDEENRW WANDER, to move about with no destination or purpose [v]
	TAMANDUA AAADMNTU arboreal anteater [n -S]
	EMILY
	BIMETHYL BEHILMTY ethane (gaseous hydrocarbon) [n -S]
	BLIMPERY BEILMPRY pompous behavior [n -RIES]
	CHIMBLEY BCEHILMY chimley (chimney (flue (enclosed passageway for directing current))) [n -S]
	CHIMLEYS CEHILMSY CHIMLEY, chimney (flue (enclosed passageway for directing current)) [n]
	COMELILY CEILLMOY COMELY, pleasing to look at [adv]
	CREAMILY ACEILMRY CREAMY, rich in cream [adv]
	DIMETHYL DEHILMTY ethane (gaseous hydrocarbon) [n -S]
	DREAMILY ADEILMRY DREAMY, full of dreams [adv]
	EMULSIFY EFILMSUY to make into emulsion [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES]
	GLYCEMIA ACEGILMY presence of glucose in blood [n -S]
	GLYCEMIC CCEGILMY GLYCEMIA, presence of glucose in blood [adj]
	HYMENIAL AEHILMNY HYMENIUM, layer in certain fungi [adj]
	HYMNLIKE EHIKLMNY resembling hymn [adj]
	IMPURELY EILMPRUY IMPURE, not pure (free from anything different, inferior, or contaminating) [adv]
	LECHAYIM ACEHILMY lehayim (traditional Jewish toast) [n -S]
	LEHAYIMS AEHILMSY LEHAYIM, traditional Jewish toast [n]
	LIMBERLY BEILLMRY LIMBER, flexible (capable of being bent) [adv]
	MAIDENLY ADEILMNY MAIDEN, young unmarried woman [adj]
	MAYFLIES AEFILMSY MAYFLY, winged insect [n]
	MEDIALLY ADEILLMY in central (situated at, in, or near center) manner [adv]
	MEDIANLY ADEILMNY medially (in central (situated at, in, or near center) manner) [adv]
	MENIALLY AEILLMNY in servile (slavishly submissive) manner [adv]
	MESIALLY AEILLMSY MESIAL, situated in middle [adv]
	METHYLIC CEHILMTY METHYL, univalent radical [adj]
	MINDEDLY DDEILMNY in manner of one with specified kind of mind [adv]
	MINUTELY EILMNTUY MINUTE, very small [adv]
	MISLAYER AEILMRSY one that mislays (to lie in wrong position) [n -S]
	MISSTYLE EILMSSTY to style or call wrongly [v -D, -LING, -S]
	MYCELIAL ACEILLMY MYCELIUM, vegetative portion of fungus [adj]
	MYCELIAN ACEILMNY MYCELIUM, vegetative portion of fungus [adj]
	MYCELIUM CEILMMUY vegetative portion of fungus [n -IA]
	MYCELOID CDEILMOY MYCELIUM, vegetative portion of fungus [adj]
	MYELINES EEILMNSY MYELINE, myelin (fatty substance that encases certain nerve fibers) [n]
	MYELINIC CEIILMNY MYELIN, fatty substance that encases certain nerve fibers [adj]
	MYELITES EEILMSTY MYELITIS, inflammation of bone marrow [n]
	MYELITIS EIILMSTY inflammation of bone marrow [n -TES, -TIDES, -ES]
	MYLONITE EILMNOTY type of rock [n -S]
	PLAYTIME AEILMPTY time for play or amusement [n -S]
	REMISSLY EILMRSSY REMISS, careless (inattentive; negligent) [adv]
	RIMOSELY EILMORSY RIMOSE, marked by cracks [adv]
	STEAMILY AEILMSTY STEAMY, marked by steam [adv]
	TALEYSIM AEILMSTY TALLITH, Jewish prayer shawl [n]
	UNTIMELY EILMNTUY not timely (occurring at right moment) [adj -LIER, -LIEST]
	HELEN
	ANETHOLE AEEHLNOT chemical compound [n -S]
	BEHOLDEN BDEEHLNO indebted (owing something to another) [adj]
	BLENCHED BCDEEHLN BLENCH, to flinch (to shrink back involuntarily) [v]
	BLENCHER BCEEHLNR one that blenches (to flinch (to shrink back involuntarily)) [n -S]
	BLENCHES BCEEHLNS BLENCH, to flinch (to shrink back involuntarily) [v]
	CHENILLE CEEHILLN soft fabric [n -S]
	CLENCHED CCDEEHLN CLENCH, to grasp firmly [v]
	CLENCHER CCEEHLNR one that clenches (to grasp firmly) [n -S]
	CLENCHES CCEEHLNS CLENCH, to grasp firmly [v]
	ECHELONS CEEHLNOS ECHELON, to group in particular formation [v]
	ELAPHINE AEEHILNP pertaining to genus of deer [adj]
	ELENCHIC CCEEHILN ELENCHUS, logical refutation [adj]
	ELENCHUS CEEHLNSU logical refutation [n -HI]
	ELEPHANT AEEHLNPT large mammal [n -S]
	ELEVENTH EEEHLNTV one of eleven equal parts [n -S]
	ENHALOED ADEEHLNO ENHALO, to surround with halo [v]
	ENHALOES AEEHLNOS ENHALO, to surround with halo [v]
	ENOPHILE EEHILNOP oenophile (lover or connoisseur of wine) [n -S]
	ENWHEELS EEEHLNSW ENWHEEL, to encircle (to form circle around) [v]
	ETHYLENE EEEHLNTY flammable gas [n -S]
	EXHALENT AEEHLNTX exhalant (something that exhales (to expel air or vapor)) [n -S]
	FLEHMENS EEFHLMNS FLEHMEN, to inhale with mouth open and upper lip curled [v]
	FLENCHED CDEEFHLN FLENCH, to flense (to strip blubber or skin from) [v]
	FLENCHES CEEFHLNS FLENCH, to flense (to strip blubber or skin from) [v]
	HALENESS AEEHLNSS state of being hale (healthy (having good health)) [n -ES]
	HANSELED ADEEHLNS HANSEL, to handsel (to give gift to) [v]
	HAZELHEN AEEHHLNZ European grouse [n -S]
	HEADLINE ADEEHILN to provide with title [v -D, -NING, -S]
	HEAVENLY AEEHLNVY full of beauty and peace [adj -LIER, -LIEST]
	HEELINGS EEGHILNS HEELING, act of inclining laterally [n]
	HELENIUM EEHILMNU plant with daisy-like flowers [n -S]
	HELLBENT BEEHLLNT stubbornly determined [adj]
	HELMSMEN EEHLMMNS HELMSMAN, one that steers ship [n]
	HELPLINE EEHILLNP telephone service that provides advice [n -S]
	HEMLINES EEHILMNS HEMLINE, bottom edge of garment [n]
	HOLOCENE CEEHLNOO of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj]
	HOTELMEN EEHLMNOT HOTELMAN, hotelier (hotel manager) [n]
	HYMENEAL AEEHLMNY wedding song or poem [n -S]
	KNEEHOLE EEEHKLNO space for knees [n -S]
	LEATHERN AEEHLNRT made of leather [adj]
	LEECHING CEEGHILN LEECH, to cling to and feed upon or drain [v]
	LENGTHEN EEGHLNNT to make or become longer [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	LICHENED CDEEHILN LICHEN, to cover with lichens (flowerless plants) [v]
	PENUCHLE CEEHLNPU pinochle (card game) [n -S]
	PHENETOL EEHLNOPT volatile liquid [n -S]
	PINWHEEL EEHILNPW to revolve at end of stick [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	PLENCHES CEEHLNPS PLENCH, tool serving as pliers and wrench [n]
	REHANDLE ADEEHLNR to handle again [v -D, -LING, -S]
	SHEENFUL EEFHLNSU shining (emitting or reflecting light) [adj]
	TELETHON EEHLNOTT fund-raising television program [n -S]
	THEELINS EEHILNST THEELIN, estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n]
	UNHEALED ADEEHLNU not healed (to make sound or whole) [adj]
	UNHELMED DEEHLMNU UNHELM, to remove helmet of [v]
	UNHELPED DEEHLNPU not helped (to give assistance to) [adj]
	WHALEMEN AEEHLMNW WHALEMAN, whaler (person engaged in whaling) [n]
	WHEELING EEGHILNW condition of road for vehicles [n -S] / WHEEL, to convey on wheels (circular frames designed to turn on axis) [v]
	WHEELMAN AEEHLMNW helmsman (one that steers ship) [n -MEN]
	WHEELMEN EEEHLMNW WHEELMAN, helmsman (one that steers ship) [n]
	JACOB
	BOOTJACK ABCJKOOT device for pulling off boots [n -S]
	JACKBOOT ABCJKOOT heavy boot [n -S]
	JACOBINS ABCIJNOS JACOBIN, pigeon (short-legged bird) [n]
	JAMES
	JAMBEAUS AABEJMSU JAMBEAU, piece of armor for leg [n]
	JAMMIEST AEIJMMST JAMMY, sticky with jam (boiled fruit and sugar) [adj]
	JASMINES AEIJMNSS JASMINE, climbing shrub [n]
	JEMADARS AADEJMRS JEMADAR, officer in army of India [n]
	JEMIDARS ADEIJMRS JEMIDAR, jemadar (officer in army of India) [n]
	JOBNAMES ABEJMNOS JOBNAME, computer code for job instruction [n]
	MAJESTIC ACEIJMST having majesty (regal dignity) [adj]
	MAJLISES AEIJLMSS MAJLIS, parliament in various North African and Middle Eastern countries [n]
	SCRAMJET ACEJMRST type of aircraft engine [n -S]
	JESS
	BASENJIS ABEIJNSS BASENJI, barkless dog [n]
	DISJECTS CDEIJSST DISJECT, to disperse (to scatter (to go or send in various directions)) [v]
	GJETOSTS EGJOSSTT GJETOST, hard brown cheese [n]
	JASMINES AEIJMNSS JASMINE, climbing shrub [n]
	JESTINGS EGIJNSST JESTING, act of one who jests [n]
	JOCOSEST CEJOOSST JOCOSE, humorous (funny; witty) [adj]
	JOKINESS EIJKNOSS state of being jokey (amusing) [n -ES]
	JOSTLERS EJLORSST JOSTLER, one that jostles (to bump or push roughly) [n]
	JOUSTERS EJORSSTU JOUSTER, one that jousts (to engage in personal combat) [n]
	JUMPSIES EIJMPSSU game involving jumping over taut rope [n JUMPSIES]
	JURYLESS EJLRSSUY being without jury [adj]
	JUSSIVES EIJSSSUV JUSSIVE, word used to express command [n]
	JUSTICES CEIJSSTU JUSTICE, judge [n]
	JUSTNESS EJNSSSTU quality of being just (acting in conformity with what is morally good) [n -ES]
	MAJLISES AEIJLMSS MAJLIS, parliament in various North African and Middle Eastern countries [n]
	RESOJETS EEJORSST RESOJET, pulsejet (type of engine) [n]
	SUBJECTS BCEJSSTU SUBJECT, to cause to experience [v]
	SVARAJES AAEJRSSV SVARAJ, swaraj (self-government in British India) [n]
	SWARAJES AAEJRSSW SWARAJ, self-government in British India [n]
	VERJUSES EEJRSSUV VERJUS, verjuice (juice of sour or unripe fruit) [n]
	JOE
	ADJOINED ADDEIJNO ADJOIN, to lie next to [v]
	APAREJOS AAEJOPRS APAREJO, type of saddle [n]
	AZULEJOS AEJLOSUZ AZULEJO, type of ceramic tile [n]
	CAJOLERS ACEJLORS CAJOLER, one that cajoles (to persuade by flattery) [n]
	CAJOLERY ACEJLORY persuasion by flattery [n -RIES]
	COJOINED CDEIJNOO COJOIN, to join together [v]
	CONJURED CDEJNORU CONJURE, to summon spirit [v]
	CONJURER CEJNORRU sorcerer (one who practices sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers)) [n -S]
	CONJURES CEJNORSU CONJURE, to summon spirit [v]
	DEMIJOHN DEHIJMNO narrow-necked jug [n -S]
	EJECTION CEEIJNOT act of ejecting (to throw out forcibly) [n -S]
	EJECTORS CEEJORST EJECTOR, one that ejects (to throw out forcibly) [n]
	ENJOINED DEEIJNNO ENJOIN, to command (to direct with authority) [v]
	ENJOINER EEIJNNOR one that enjoins (to command (to direct with authority)) [n -S]
	ENJOYERS EEJNORSY ENJOYER, one that enjoys (to receive pleasure from) [n]
	ENJOYING EGIJNNOY ENJOY, to receive pleasure from [v]
	FORJUDGE DEFGJORU to deprive by judgment of court [v -D, -GING, -S]
	FRIJOLES EFIJLORS FRIJOL, bean used as food [n] / FRIJOLE [n]
	GJETOSTS EGJOSSTT GJETOST, hard brown cheese [n]
	INJECTOR CEIJNORT one that injects (to force fluid into) [n -S]
	JACKEROO ACEJKOOR inexperienced ranch hand [n -S]
	JACONETS ACEJNOST JACONET, cotton cloth [n]
	JALAPENO AAEJLNOP hot pepper [n -S]
	JALOPIES AEIJLOPS JALOPY, decrepit car [n]
	JALOUSIE AEIJLOSU type of window [n -SIES]
	JAMBOREE ABEEJMOR noisy celebration [n -S]
	JARGONED ADEGJNOR JARGON, to speak or write obscure and often pretentious kind of language [v]
	JARGONEL AEGJLNOR variety of pear [n -S]
	JAROSITE AEIJORST mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S]
	JAROVIZE AEIJORVZ to hasten flowering of plant [v -D, -ZING, -S]
	JAWBONED ABDEJNOW JAWBONE, to attempt to convince [v]
	JAWBONER ABEJNORW one that jawbones (to attempt to convince) [n -S]
	JAWBONES ABEJNOSW JAWBONE, to attempt to convince [v]
	JEALOUSY AEJLOSUY jealous feeling [n -SIES]
	JELUTONG EGJLNOTU tropical tree [n -S]
	JEOPARDS ADEJOPRS JEOPARD, to imperil (to place in jeopardy) [v]
	JEOPARDY ADEJOPRY risk of loss or injury [n -DIES]
	JEROBOAM ABEJMOOR wine bottle [n -S]
	JETFOILS EFIJLOST JETFOIL, jet-powered hydrofoil (boat with winglike structures for lifting hull above water) [n]
	JETPORTS EJOPRSTT JETPORT, type of airport (tract of land maintained for landing and takeoff of aircraft) [n]
	JETTISON EIJNOSTT to cast overboard [v  -ED, -ING, -S]
	JINGKOES EGIJKNOS JINGKO, ginkgo (ornamental tree) [n]
	JOBNAMES ABEJMNOS JOBNAME, computer code for job instruction [n]
	JOCKETTE CEEJKOTT woman who rides horses in races [n -S]
	JOCKEYED CDEEJKOY JOCKEY, to maneuver for advantage [v]
	JOCKIEST CEIJKOST JOCKY, resembling athlete (one skilled in feats of physical strength and agility) [adj]
	JOCOSELY CEJLOOSY JOCOSE, humorous (funny; witty) [adv]
	JOCOSEST CEJOOSST JOCOSE, humorous (funny; witty) [adj]
	JOCUNDER CDEJNORU JOCUND, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj]
	JOGGLERS EGGJLORS JOGGLER, one that joggles (to shake slightly) [n]
	JOHANNES AEHJNNOS Portuguese coin [n JOHANNES]
	JOHNNIES EHIJNNOS JOHNNIE, johnny (sleeveless hospital gown) [n] / JOHNNY [n]
	JOINABLE ABEIJLNO JOIN, to unite (to bring together so as to form whole) [adj]
	JOINDERS DEIJNORS JOINDER, joining of parties in lawsuit [n]
	JOINTERS EIJNORST JOINTER, one that joints (to fit together by means of junction) [n]
	JOINTURE EIJNORTU to set aside property as inheritance [v -D, -RING, -S]
	JOKESTER EEJKORST practical joker [n -S]
	JOKINESS EIJKNOSS state of being jokey (amusing) [n -ES]
	JOLLIERS EIJLLORS JOLLIER, one who puts others in good humor [n]
	JOLLIEST EIJLLOST JOLLY, cheerful (full of spirits) [adj]
	JOLTIEST EIJLOSTT JOLTY, marked by jolting motion [adj]
	JONESING EGIJNNOS JONES, to have strong craving for something [v]
	JONGLEUR EGJLNORU minstrel (medieval musician) [n -S]
	JOSTLERS EJLORSST JOSTLER, one that jostles (to bump or push roughly) [n]
	JOUNCIER CEIJNORU JOUNCY, marked by jouncing motion [adj]
	JOURNEYS EJNORSUY JOURNEY, to travel (to go from one place to another) [v]
	JOUSTERS EJORSSTU JOUSTER, one that jousts (to engage in personal combat) [n]
	JOWLIEST EIJLOSTW JOWLY, having prominent jowls [adj]
	JOYANCES ACEJNOSY JOYANCE, gladness (state of being glad (feeling pleasure)) [n]
	JOYRIDER DEIJORRY one that joyrides (to take automobile ride for pleasure) [n -S]
	JOYRIDES DEIJORSY JOYRIDE, to take automobile ride for pleasure [v]
	JUMPROPE EJMOPPRU rope used in children's games for jumping [n -S]
	JUNIORED DEIJNORU JUNIOR, to assist more senior lawyer [v]
	KABELJOU ABEJKLOU large food fish [n -S]
	OBJECTED BCDEEJOT OBJECT, to argue in opposition [v]
	OBJECTOR BCEJOORT one that objects (to argue in opposition) [n -S]
	OVERJOYS EJOORSVY OVERJOY, to fill with great joy [v]
	OVERJUST EJORSTUV too just [adj]
	PROJECTS CEJOPRST PROJECT, to extend outward [v]
	PROPJETS EJOPPRST PROPJET, type of airplane (winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers) [n]
	PULSOJET EJLOPSTU pulsejet (type of engine) [n -S]
	REENJOYS EEJNORSY REENJOY, to enjoy again [v]
	REJECTOR CEEJORRT rejecter (one that rejects (to refuse to accept, consider, or make use of)) [n -S]
	REJOICED CDEEIJOR REJOICE, to feel joyful [v]
	REJOICER CEEIJORR one that rejoices (to feel joyful) [n -S]
	REJOICES CEEIJORS REJOICE, to feel joyful [v]
	REJOINED DEEIJNOR REJOIN, to join again [v]
	REOBJECT BCEEJORT to object again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESOJETS EEJORSST RESOJET, pulsejet (type of engine) [n]
	SKIJORER EIJKORRS skier who is drawn over snow by dogs, horse, or vehicle [n -S]
	TOLARJEV AEJLORTV TOLAR, former monetary unit of Slovenia [n]
	TURBOJET BEJORTTU type of jet engine [n -S]
	UNJOINED DEIJNNOU not joined (to unite (to bring together so as to form whole)) [adj]
	ZABAJONE AABEJNOZ zabaione (dessert resembling custard) [n -S]
	JOHN
	DEMIJOHN DEHIJMNO narrow-necked jug [n -S]
	JINGOISH GHIIJNOS JINGO, zealous patriot [adj]
	JOHANNES AEHJNNOS Portuguese coin [n JOHANNES]
	JOHNBOAT ABHJNOOT narrow square-ended boat [n -S]
	JOHNNIES EHIJNNOS JOHNNIE, johnny (sleeveless hospital gown) [n] / JOHNNY [n]
	JOHNSONS HJNNOOSS JOHNSON, offensive word [n]
	JOSHINGS GHIJNOSS JOSHING, act of teasing (to make fun of) [n]
	MAHJONGG AGGHJMNO mahjong (game of Chinese origin) [n -S]
	MAHJONGS AGHJMNOS MAHJONG, game of Chinese origin [n]
	KAREN
	ANKERITE AEEIKNRT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S]
	AWAKENER AAEEKNRW one that awakens (to awake (to wake up)) [n -S]
	BANKERLY ABEKLNRY BANKER, one who works in bank [adj]
	BARNLIKE ABEIKLNR resembling barn [adj]
	BEARSKIN ABEIKNRS skin of bear [n -S]
	BEDARKEN ABDEEKNR to darken (to make dark) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	BERAKING ABEGIKNR BERAKE, to rake all over [v]
	BRACKENS ABCEKNRS BRACKEN, large fern [n]
	BRAKEMAN AABEKMNR trainman (railroad employee) [n -MEN]
	BRAKEMEN ABEEKMNR BRAKEMAN, trainman (railroad employee) [n]
	BREAKING ABEGIKNR change of pure vowel to diphthong [n -S] / BREAK, to reduce to fragments [v]
	CANKERED ACDEEKNR CANKER, to affect with ulcerous sores [v]
	CLANKIER ACEIKLNR CLANKY, making sharp, metallic sound [adj]
	CORNCAKE ACCEKNOR cake made of cornmeal [n -S]
	CRACKNEL ACCEKLNR hard, crisp biscuit [n -S]
	CRANKEST ACEKNRST CRANK, lively (full of energy) [adj]
	CRANKIER ACEIKNRR CRANKY, grumpy (ill-tempered) [adj]
	CRANKLED ACDEKLNR CRANKLE, to crinkle (to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in)) [v]
	CRANKLES ACEKLNRS CRANKLE, to crinkle (to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in)) [v]
	CREAKING ACEGIKNR CREAK, to squeak (to make sharp, high-pitched sound) [v]
	DAKERHEN ADEEHKNR European bird [n -S]
	DARKENED ADDEEKNR DARKEN, to make dark [v]
	DARKENER ADEEKNRR one that darkens (to make dark) [n -S]
	DARKNESS ADEKNRSS state of being dark (having little or no light) [n -ES]
	FLANKERS AEFKLNRS FLANKER, one that flanks (to be located at side of) [n]
	FORERANK AEFKNORR first rank [n -S]
	FORSAKEN AEFKNORS FORSAKE, to quit or leave entirely [v]
	FRANKERS AEFKNRRS FRANKER, one that franks (to mark (piece of mail) for free delivery) [n]
	FRANKEST AEFKNRST FRANK, honest and unreserved in speech [adj]
	FREAKING AEFGIKNR FREAK, to streak with color [v]
	GENNAKER AEEGKNNR spinnaker sail [n -S]
	HANKERED ADEEHKNR HANKER, to long for [v]
	HANKERER AEEHKNRR one that hankers (to long for) [n -S]
	HARKENED ADEEHKNR HARKEN, to hearken (to listen to) [v]
	HARKENER AEEHKNRR one that harkens (to hearken (to listen to)) [n -S]
	HEARKENS AEEHKNRS HEARKEN, to listen to [v]
	KAISERIN AEIIKNRS kaiser's wife [n -S]
	KERATINS AEIKNRST KERATIN, fibrous protein [n]
	KIDNAPER ADEIKNPR one that kidnaps (to take person by force and often for ransom) [n -S]
	KLAVERNS AEKLNRSV KLAVERN, local branch of Ku Klux Klan [n]
	KNACKERS ACEKKNRS KNACKER, to exhaust (to use up) [v]
	KNACKERY ACEKKNRY place of business of knacker [n -RIES]
	KNAPPERS AEKNPPRS KNAPPER, one that knaps (to strike sharply) [n]
	KNEADERS ADEEKNRS KNEADER, one that kneads (to work into uniform mixture with hands) [n]
	KNITWEAR AEIKNRTW knitted clothing [n KNITWEAR]
	MANDRAKE AADEKMNR European herb [n -S]
	MARKSMEN AEKMMNRS MARKSMAN, person skillful at hitting target [n]
	NARKIEST AEIKNRST NARKY, irritable [adj]
	NECKWEAR ACEEKNRW something that is worn around neck [n NECKWEAR]
	NINEBARK ABEIKNNR flowering shrub [n -S]
	OVERRANK AEKNORRV too luxuriant in growth [adj]
	PARTAKEN AAEKNPRT PARTAKE, to participate [v]
	PLANKTER AEKLNPRT any organism that is element of plankton [n -S]
	PREFRANK AEFKNPRR to frank beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RAMEKINS AEIKMNRS RAMEKIN, cheese dish [n]
	RANKLESS AEKLNRSS having no ranks [adj]
	RANKNESS AEKNNRSS state of being rank (strong and disagreeable in odor or taste) [n -ES]
	RANPIKES AEIKNPRS RANPIKE, rampike (standing dead tree) [n]
	REAWAKEN AAEEKNRW to awaken again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REAWOKEN AEEKNORW REAWAKE, to awake again [v]
	REDSHANK ADEHKNRS shore bird [n -S]
	REMAKING AEGIKMNR REMAKE, to make again [v]
	RETAKING AEGIKNRT RETAKE, to take back [v]
	REWAKENS AEEKNRSW REWAKEN, to waken again [v]
	REWAKING AEGIKNRW REWAKE, to wake again [v]
	SKANKERS AEKKNRSS SKANKER, one that skanks (to dance in loose-limbed manner) [n]
	SKANKIER AEIKKNRS SKANKY, filthy or sleazy [adj]
	SNACKERS ACEKNRSS SNACKER, one that snacks (to eat light meal) [n]
	SNACKIER ACEIKNRS SNACKY, suitable as light meal [adj]
	SNARKIER AEIKNRRS SNARKY, snappish (tending to speak in impatient or irritable manner) [adj]
	SNEAKERS AEEKNRSS SNEAKER, one that sneaks (to move stealthily) [n]
	SNEAKIER AEEIKNRS SNEAKY, deceitful [adj]
	SPANKERS AEKNPRSS SPANKER, one that spanks (to slap on buttocks) [n]
	SWANKIER AEIKNRSW SWANKY, swank (imposingly elegant) [adj]
	THANKERS AEHKNRST THANKER, one that thanks (to express gratitude to) [n]
	TRACKMEN ACEKMNRT TRACKMAN, railroad worker [n]
	UNBRAKED ABDEKNRU UNBRAKE, to release brake [v]
	UNBRAKES ABEKNRSU UNBRAKE, to release brake [v]
	UNMAKERS AEKMNRSU UNMAKER, one that unmakes (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [n]
	UNMARKED ADEKMNRU not marked (to make visible impression on) [adj]
	UNMASKER AEKMNRSU one that unmasks (to remove mask from) [n -S]
	UNPACKER ACEKNPRU one that unpacks (to remove contents of) [n -S]
	UNRANKED ADEKNNRU not ranked (to determine relative position of) [adj]
	VARENYKY AEKNRVYY Ukrainian stuffed dumplings [n VARENYKY]
	WAKENERS AEEKNRSW WAKENER, one that wakens (to wake (to rouse from sleep)) [n]
	WEAKENER AEEEKNRW one that weakens (to make weak) [n -S]
	WREAKING AEGIKNRW WREAK, to inflict (to cause to be endured; impose) [v]
	KEVIN
	DEVILKIN DEIIKLNV small demon [n -S]
	INVOKERS EIKNORSV INVOKER, one that invokes (to appeal to for aid) [n]
	KVELLING EGIKLLNV KVELL, to exclaim joyfully [v]
	NOVALIKE AEIKLNOV NOVA, type of star [adj]
	OVENLIKE EEIKLNOV OVEN, enclosed compartment in which substances are heated [adj]
	OVERKIND DEIKNORV too kind [adj]
	REINVOKE EEIKNORV to invoke again [v -D, -KING, -S]
	REVOKING EGIKNORV REVOKE, to annul by taking back [v]
	VEINLIKE EEIIKLNV resembling vein [adj]
	LARRY
	ARRANTLY AALNRRTY ARRANT, outright (being without limit or reservation) [adv]
	ARRAYALS AAALRRSY ARRAYAL, act of arraying (to place in proper or desired order) [n]
	BARRENLY ABELNRRY BARREN, unproductive (not productive) [adv]
	BURGLARY ABGLRRUY felonious theft [n -RIES]
	CARBARYL AABCLRRY insecticide [n -S]
	CARRYALL AACLLRRY light covered carriage [n -S]
	DREARILY ADEILRRY DREARY, dismal (cheerless and depressing) [adv]
	ERRANTLY AELNRRTY in wandering manner [adv]
	HARLOTRY AHLORRTY prostitution [n -RIES]
	HERALDRY ADEHLRRY art or science of armorial bearings [n -RIES]
	LITERARY AEILRRTY of, pertaining to, or having characteristics of books and writings [adj]
	MARTYRLY ALMRRTYY resembling martyr [adj]
	NARROWLY ALNORRWY NARROW, of little width [adv]
	PARLEYER AEELPRRY one that parleys (to discuss terms with enemy) [n -S]
	RAILLERY AEILLRRY good-natured teasing [n -RIES]
	READERLY ADEELRRY typical of reader [adj]
	RETRALLY AELLRRTY RETRAL, situated toward back [adv]
	RIBALDRY ABDILRRY crude language [n -RIES]
	RURALITY AILRRTUY state of being rural (pertaining to country (territory of nation)) [n -TIES]
	STARRILY AILRRSTY STARRY, abounding with stars [adv]
	SURROYAL ALORRSUY topmost prong of stag's antler [n -S]
	ULTRADRY ADLRRTUY extremely dry [adj]
	VARLETRY AELRRTVY group of common people [n -RIES]
	LAURA
	ACCRUALS AACCLRSU ACCRUAL, act of accruing (to come as increase or addition) [n]
	ACICULAR AACCILRU ACICULA, ACICULUM, bristlelike part [adj]
	ADULARIA AAADILRU mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S]
	ADULATOR AADLORTU one that adulates (to praise excessively) [n -S]
	ADUMBRAL AABDLMRU shadowy (dark (having little or no light)) [adj]
	ALARUMED AADELMRU ALARUM, to alarm (to frighten by sudden revelation of possible injury) [v]
	ALLOSAUR AALLORSU large dinosaur [n -S]
	AMPULLAR AALLMPRU AMPULLA, globular bottle used in ancient Rome [adj]
	ANOVULAR AALNORUV not involving ovulation [adj]
	AQUARIAL AAAILQRU pertaining to aquarium (water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept) [adj]
	ARGUABLE AABEGLRU capable of being argued about [adj]
	ARGUABLY AABGLRUY ARGUABLE, capable of being argued about [adv]
	AROUSALS AALORSSU AROUSAL, act of arousing (to stimulate) [n]
	ARUGOLAS AAGLORSU ARUGOLA, arugula (European annual herb) [n]
	ARUGULAS AAGLRSUU ARUGULA, European annual herb [n]
	AURALITY AAILRTUY quality of being aural (pertaining to sense of hearing) [n -TIES]
	AUREOLAE AAEELORU AUREOLA, halo [n]
	AUREOLAS AAELORSU AUREOLA, halo [n]
	AURICULA AACILRUU auricle (ear or ear-shaped part) [n -E, -S]
	AUSTRALS AALRSSTU AUSTRAL, former monetary unit of Argentina [n]
	AVICULAR AACILRUV pertaining to birds [adj]
	BALISAUR AABILRSU long-tailed badger [n -S]
	BINAURAL AABILNRU hearing with both ears [adj]
	CAESURAL AACELRSU CAESURA, pause in line of verse [adj]
	CANNULAR AACLNNRU CANNULA, tube inserted into bodily cavity [adj]
	CAPSULAR AACLPRSU enclosed and compact [adj]
	CARACULS AACCLRSU CARACUL, karakul (Asian sheep) [n]
	CAROUSAL AACLORSU boisterous drinking party [n -S]
	CLAUSTRA AACLRSTU basal ganglia in brain [n CLAUSTRA]
	CURTALAX AACLRTUX cutlass (short sword) [n -E]
	GASTRULA AAGLRSTU metazoan embryo [n -E, -S]
	GRADUALS AADGLRSU GRADUAL, hymn sung in alternate parts [n]
	GRANULAR AAGLNRRU composed of granules [adj]
	HAULYARD AADHLRUY halyard (line used to hoist sail) [n -S]
	KARAKULS AAKKLRSU KARAKUL, Asian sheep [n]
	LABARUMS AABLMRSU LABARUM, ecclesiastical banner [n]
	LABRUSCA AABCLRSU fox grape [n -S]
	LACUNARS AACLNRSU LACUNAR, ceiling with recessed panels [n]
	LACUNARY AACLNRUY LACUNA, empty space or missing part [adj]
	LAUDATOR AADLORTU lauder (one that lauds (to praise)) [n -S]
	LAUREATE AAEELRTU to laurel (to crown with wreath of evergreen leaves) [v -D, -TING, -S]
	LUNARIAN AAILNNRU supposed inhabitant of moon [n -S]
	LUPANARS AALNPRSU LUPANAR, brothel (house of prostitution) [n]
	MACRURAL AACLMRRU pertaining to macruran (any of suborder of crustaceans) [adj]
	MANURIAL AAILMNRU of or pertaining to manure [adj]
	MONAURAL AALMNORU pertaining to sound transmission, recording, or reproduction involving single transmission path [adj]
	NATURALS AALNRSTU NATURAL, type of musical note [n]
	ORACULAR AACLORRU ORACLE, person through whom deity is believed to speak [adj]
	PASTURAL AALPRSTU pertaining to pasture [adj]
	PIACULAR AACILPRU atoning [adj]
	PLANULAR AALLNPRU PLANULA, free-swimming larva of certain organisms [adj]
	PUPARIAL AAILPPRU PUPARIUM, pupal shell [adj]
	RUGALACH AACGHLRU rugelach (cookie of cream-cheese dough spread with filling and rolled up) [n RUGALACH]
	SACCULAR AACCLRSU resembling sac (pouch-shaped structure in animal or plant) [adj]
	SALUTARY AALRSTUY producing beneficial effect [adj]
	SCAPULAR AACLPRSU sleeveless outer garment worn by monks [n -S]
	SPATULAR AALPRSTU SPATULA, mixing implement [adj]
	SUBAURAL AABLRSUU scarcely hearable [adj]
	VACUOLAR AACLORUV VACUOLE, small cavity in organic tissue [adj]
	VALUATOR AALORTUV one that valuates (to appraise (to set value on)) [n -S]
	VALVULAR AALLRUVV pertaining to valve [adj]
	VASCULAR AACLRSUV pertaining to ducts that convey body fluids [adj]
	YARMULKA AAKLMRUY yarmulke (skullcap worn by Jewish males) [n -S]
	ZARZUELA AAELRUZZ Spanish operetta [n -S]
	NANCY
	ANODYNIC ACDINNOY ANODYNE, medicine that relieves pain [adj]
	CANDYING ACDGINNY CANDY, to coat with sugar [v]
	CANDYMAN AACDMNNY one who sells illegal drugs [n -MEN]
	CANDYMEN ACDEMNNY CANDYMAN, one who sells illegal drugs [n]
	CANINITY ACIINNTY state of being canine (dog) [n -TIES]
	CANNONRY ACNNNORY artillery (large caliber weapons) [n -RIES]
	CAYENNED ACDEENNY CAYENNE, hot seasoning [adj]
	CAYENNES ACEENNSY CAYENNE, hot seasoning [n]
	CINNAMYL ACILMNNY chemical used to make soap [n -S]
	CYANINES ACEINNSY CYANINE, blue dye [n]
	CYANOGEN ACEGNNOY reactive compound of carbon and nitrogen [n -S]
	FANCYING ACFGINNY FANCY, to take liking to [v]
	INSTANCY ACINNSTY urgency (quality of being urgent (requiring immediate attention)) [n -CIES]
	NASCENCY ACCENNSY birth; origin [n -CIES]
	REGNANCY ACEGNNRY state of being regnant (reigning) [n -CIES]
	TANGENCY ACEGNNTY state of being in immediate physical contact [n -CIES]
	TYRANNIC ACINNRTY characteristic of tyrant [adj]
	UNCHANCY ACCHNNUY unlucky (not lucky (having good fortune)) [adj]
	PAMELA
	AMPULLAE AAELLMPU AMPULLA, globular bottle used in ancient Rome [n]
	FACEPALM AACEFLMP to put one's palm on one's face to express disbelief or despair [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	GAMEPLAY AAEGLMPY way computer or video game is played [n -S]
	HEADLAMP AADEHLMP light on front of car [n -S]
	LAMPASES AAELMPSS LAMPAS, inflammation of roof of horse's mouth [n]
	MALAPERT AAELMPRT impudent person [n -S]
	MAPPABLE AABELMPP capable of being mapped [adj]
	MAYAPPLE AAELMPPY perennial herb [n -S]
	NAPALMED AADELMNP NAPALM, to assault with type of incendiary bomb [v]
	PALMATED AADELMPT palmate (resembling open hand) [adj]
	PLACEMAN AACELMNP political appointee to public office [n -MEN]
	PLACEMAT AACELMPT table mat (piece of material for protecting surface) on which place setting is laid [n -S]
	PLAYMATE AAELMPTY companion in play [n -S]
	VAMPLATE AAELMPTV circular metal plate on spear or lance for protecting hand [n -S]
	PATTI
	ANTITYPE AEINPTTY opposite type [n -S]
	APATETIC AACEIPTT having coloration serving as natural camouflage [adj]
	APATITES AAEIPSTT APATITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n]
	APPETITE AEEIPPTT desire for food or drink [n -S]
	APTITUDE ADEIPTTU ability (quality of being able to do something) [n -S]
	BAPTISTS ABIPSSTT BAPTIST, one who baptizes [n]
	CAPITATE AACEIPTT bone of wrist of primates [n -S]
	CHAPATTI AACHIPTT chapati (unleavened bread of India) [n -S]
	OPTATIVE AEIOPTTV mood of verbs that expresses wish or desire [n -S]
	OUTPAINT AINOPTTU to surpass in painting [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	PANTSUIT AINPSTTU type of woman's suit [n -S]
	PARTIEST AEIPRSTT PARTY, boisterous [adj]
	PARTITAS AAIPRSTT PARTITA, set of related instrumental pieces [n]
	PASTIEST AEIPSSTT PASTY, pale and unhealthy in appearance [adj]
	PASTITSO AIOPSSTT Greek dish of ground meat, pasta, white sauce, and cheese [n -S]
	PATHETIC ACEHIPTT arousing pity [adj]
	PATIENTS AEINPSTT PATIENT, one who is under medical treatment [n]
	PATINATE AAEINPTT to give patina to [v -D, -TING, -S]
	PATOOTIE AEIOOPTT buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n -S]
	PATRIATE AAEIPRTT to transfer (power of legislation) to autonomous country [v -D, -TING, -S]
	PATRIOTS AIOPRSTT PATRIOT, one who loves his country [n]
	PEATIEST AEEIPSTT PEATY, resembling or containing peat [adj]
	PITAPATS AAIPPSTT PITAPAT, to make repeated tapping sound [v]
	PITTANCE ACEINPTT small allowance of money [n -S]
	PLATIEST AEILPSTT PLATY, split into thin, flat pieces [adj]
	PLATTING AGILNPTT PLAT, to plait (to braid (to weave together)) [v]
	PORTRAIT AIOPRRTT likeness of person [n -S]
	POTATION AINOOPTT act of drinking (to swallow liquid) [n -S]
	PROTATIC ACIOPRTT PROTASIS, introductory part of classical drama [adj]
	PUTATIVE AEIPTTUV generally regarded as such [adj]
	SPATTING AGINPSTT SPAT, to strike lightly [v]
	TALIPOTS AILOPSTT TALIPOT, tall palm tree [n]
	THIOTEPA AEHIOPTT chemical compound [n -S]
	TINPLATE AEILNPTT to coat object with tin [v -D, -TING, -S]
	TIPCARTS ACIPRSTT TIPCART, type of cart [n]
	TIPSTAFF AFFIPSTT attendant in court of law [n -S, -AVES]
	TRIPPANT AINPPRTT walking -- used of heraldic animal [adj]
	TRIPTANE AEINPRTT chemical compound [n -S]
	TRIPTANS AINPRSTT TRIPTAN, drug for treating migraine attacks [n]
	TRIPTYCA ACIPRTTY triptych (ancient writing tablet) [n -S]
	TYROPITA AIOPRTTY pastry made with layers of phyllo and filled with cheese-egg mixture [n -S]
	ROBERT
	ABORTERS ABEORRST ABORTER, one that aborts (to bring forth fetus prematurely) [n]
	ARBORETA AABEORRT places for study and exhibition of trees [n ARBORETA]
	BARRETOR ABEORRRT barrator (one who commits barratry (fraud committed by master or crew of ship)) [n -S]
	BOURTREE BEEORRTU European tree [n -S]
	BROTHERS BEHORRST BROTHER, male sibling [n] / BROTHER, to treat like brother [v]
	OBTRUDER BDEORRTU one that obtrudes (to thrust forward) [n -S]
	ORBITERS BEIORRST ORBITER, one that orbits (to move or revolve around) [n]
	ROBUSTER BEORRSTU ROBUST, strong and healthy [adj]
	TABORERS ABEORRST TABORER, one that tabors (to beat on small drum) [n]
	TABOURER ABEORRTU taborer (one that tabors (to beat on small drum)) [n -S]
	THROBBER BBEHORRT one that throbs (to pulsate (to expand and contract rhythmically)) [n -S]
	TREMBLOR BELMORRT earth tremor [n -S]
	TROUBLER BELORRTU one that troubles (to distress (to cause anxiety or suffering to)) [n -S]
	TRUEBORN BENORRTU genuinely such by birth [adj]
	SANDY
	ANALYSED AADELNSY ANALYSE, to analyze (to subject to analysis (separation of whole into its parts)) [v]
	ANDESYTE ADEENSTY andesite (volcanic rock) [n -S]
	ANODYNES ADENNOSY ANODYNE, medicine that relieves pain [n]
	ASYNDETA AADENSTY omissions of certain conjunctions [n ASYNDETA]
	BENDWAYS ABDENSWY bendwise (diagonally (in diagonal manner)) [adv]
	CYANIDES ACDEINSY CYANIDE, to treat ore with cyanid [v]
	CYANOSED ACDENOSY CYANOSIS, bluish discoloration of skin [adj]
	DANDYISH ADDHINSY suggestive of dandy [adj]
	DANDYISM ADDIMNSY style or conduct of dandy [n -S]
	DRYLANDS ADDLNRSY DRYLAND, arid region [n]
	DYNAMICS ACDIMNSY DYNAMIC, physical force [n]
	DYNAMISM ADIMMNSY theory that explains universe in terms of force or energy [n -S]
	DYNAMIST ADIMNSTY adherent of dynamism (theory that explains universe in terms of force or energy) [n -S]
	DYNASTIC ACDINSTY DYNASTY, succession of rulers from same line of descent [adj]
	DYSPNEAL ADELNPSY DYSPNEA, labored breathing [adj]
	DYSPNEAS ADENPSSY DYSPNEA, labored breathing [n]
	DYSPNOEA ADENOPSY dyspnea (labored breathing) [n -S]
	DYSTONIA ADINOSTY condition of disordered tonicity of muscle tissue [n -S]
	ENDPLAYS ADELNPSY ENDPLAY, to force (opponent in bridge) to lead [v]
	HYDRANTS ADHNRSTY HYDRANT, outlet from water main [n]
	KYANISED ADEIKNSY KYANISE, to kyanize (to treat wood with type of preservative) [v]
	LADYKINS ADIKLNSY LADYKIN, small lady [n]
	LADYNESS ADELNSSY quality or state of being lady [n -ES]
	LANYARDS AADLNRSY LANYARD, fastening rope on ship [n]
	MISANDRY ADIMNRSY hatred of men [n -RIES]
	NOONDAYS ADNNOOSY NOONDAY, noon (midday (middle of day)) [n]
	NOWADAYS AADNOSWY in these times [adv]
	ODYSSEAN ADENOSSY ODYSSEY, long, wandering journey [adj]
	PAYDOWNS ADNOPSWY PAYDOWN, reduction of debt through repayment [n]
	REYNARDS ADENRRSY REYNARD, fox [n]
	SANDYISH ADHINSSY somewhat sandy [adj]
	SARDONYX ADNORSXY variety of quartz [n -ES]
	STANDBYS ABDNSSTY STANDBY, one that can be relied on [n]
	SYNAPSED ADENPSSY SYNAPSE, to come together in synapsis [v]
	SYNAPSID ADINPSSY one of group of extinct reptiles [n -S]
	SYNDICAL ACDILNSY SYNDIC, business agent [adj]
	SYSADMIN ADIMNSSY system administrator [n -S]
	TANYARDS AADNRSTY TANYARD, section of tannery containing vats [n]
	TARDYONS ADNORSTY TARDYON, subatomic particle that travels slower than speed of light [n]
	TOYLANDS ADLNOSTY TOYLAND, toy industry [n]
	UNSTAYED ADENSTUY not secured with ropes or wires [adj]
	UNSTEADY ADENSTUY not steady (firm in position) [adj -DIER, -DIEST] / to make not firm or stable [v -DIED, -ING, -DIES]
	UNSWAYED ADENSUWY not swayed (to move slowly back and forth) [adj]
	VANDYKES ADEKNSVY VANDYKE, short, pointed beard [n]
	WINDWAYS ADINSWWY WINDWAY, passage for air [n]
	YEARENDS ADEENRSY YEAREND, end of year [n]
	SARAH
	AIRHEADS AADEHIRS AIRHEAD, stupid person [n]
	AMPHORAS AAHMOPRS AMPHORA, narrow-necked jar used in ancient Greece [n]
	ANAPHORS AAHNOPRS ANAPHOR, word or phrase that takes reference from preceding word or phrase [n]
	ARCHAISE AACEHIRS to archaize (to use archaisms) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	ARCHAISM AACHIMRS archaic word, idiom, or expression [n -S]
	ARCHAIST AACHIRST one that archaizes (to use archaisms) [n -S]
	ARCHWAYS AACHRSWY ARCHWAY, passageway under arch [n]
	ARETHUSA AAEHRSTU flowering plant [n -S]
	ASHLARED AADEHLRS ASHLAR, to build with squared stones [v]
	ASHRAMAS AAAHMRSS ASHRAMA, stage of life in Hinduism [n]
	ASHTRAYS AAHRSSTY ASHTRAY, receptacle for tobacco ashes [n]
	AUTARCHS AACHRSTU AUTARCH, absolute ruler [n]
	BAHADURS AABDHRSU BAHADUR, Hindu title of respect [n]
	BARCHANS AABCHNRS BARCHAN, type of sand dune [n]
	BHANGRAS AABGHNRS BHANGRA, form of popular Punjabi dance music [n]
	BRAHMANS AABHMNRS BRAHMAN, member of highest Hindu caste [n]
	CATARRHS AACHRRST CATARRH, inflammation of mucous membrane [n]
	CHARADES AACDEHRS CHARADE, word represented by pantomime [n]
	CHARASES AACEHRSS CHARAS, hashish (mild narcotic) [n]
	CHARISMA AACHIMRS magnetic appeal [n -S, -TA]
	CHARKHAS AACHHKRS CHARKHA, spinning wheel [n]
	CHARPAIS AACHIPRS CHARPAI, charpoy (bed used in India) [n]
	CITHARAS AACHIRST CITHARA, ancient stringed instrument [n]
	DARSHANS AADHNRSS DARSHAN, Hindu blessing [n]
	DRACHMAS AACDHMRS DRACHMA, former monetary unit of Greece [n]
	EARACHES AACEEHRS EARACHE, pain in ear (organ of hearing) [n]
	FARINHAS AAFHINRS FARINHA, meal made from root of cassava [n]
	GHARIALS AAGHILRS GHARIAL, large reptile [n]
	HAFTARAS AAAFHRST HAFTARA, haphtara (biblical selection) [n]
	HAFTAROS AAFHORST HAFTARAH, haphtara (biblical selection) [n]
	HAGGARDS AADGGHRS HAGGARD, adult hawk [n]
	HAIRCAPS AACHIPRS HAIRCAP, hat [n]
	HALYARDS AADHLRSY HALYARD, line used to hoist sail [n]
	HANAPERS AAEHNPRS HANAPER, wicker receptacle [n]
	HANDCARS AACDHNRS HANDCAR, hand-operated railroad car [n]
	HARASSED AADEHRSS HARASS, to bother persistently [v]
	HARASSER AAEHRRSS one that harasses (to bother persistently) [n -S]
	HARASSES AAEHRSSS HARASS, to bother persistently [v]
	HARDCASE AACDEHRS tough or obstinate person [n -S]
	HARDHATS AADHHRST HARDHAT, conservative [n]
	HARDPANS AADHNPRS HARDPAN, layer of hard subsoil [n]
	HARIANAS AAAHINRS HARIANA, breed of cattle [n]
	HARIJANS AAHIJNRS HARIJAN, outcaste in India [n]
	HARISSAS AAHIRSSS HARISSA, spicy North African sauce [n]
	HATRACKS AACHKRST HATRACK, rack for hats [n]
	HAUSFRAU AAFHRSUU housewife [n -EN, -S]
	HAVARTIS AAHIRSTV HAVARTI, Danish cheese [n]
	HAYRACKS AACHKRSY HAYRACK, frame used in hauling hay [n]
	HAYWARDS AADHRSWY HAYWARD, officer who tends cattle [n]
	HEARSAYS AAEHRSSY HEARSAY, secondhand information [n]
	HETAERAS AAEEHRST HETAERA, concubine [n]
	HETAIRAS AAEHIRST HETAIRA, hetaera (concubine) [n]
	JARHEADS AADEHJRS JARHEAD, marine soldier [n]
	KHADDARS AADDHKRS KHADDAR, cotton cloth [n]
	KITHARAS AAHIKRST KITHARA, cithara (ancient stringed instrument) [n]
	LASHKARS AAHKLRSS LASHKAR, lascar (East Indian sailor) [n]
	MADRASAH AAADHMRS madrassa (Muslim school) [n -S]
	MARCHESA AACEHMRS wife or widow of marchese [n -SE]
	MARSHALL AAHLLMRS to marshal (to put in proper order) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	MARSHALS AAHLMRSS MARSHAL, to put in proper order [v]
	NARWHALS AAHLNRSW NARWHAL, arctic aquatic mammal [n]
	PARASHAH AAAHHPRS portion of Torah read on Sabbath [n -S, -HIOTH, -HOT, -HOTH]
	PARASHOT AAHOPRST PARASHAH, portion of Torah read on Sabbath [n]
	PARATHAS AAAHPRST PARATHA, piece of unleavened bread fried on griddle [n]
	PEARLASH AAEHLPRS alkaline compound [n -ES]
	PHARAOHS AAHHOPRS PHARAOH, ruler of ancient Egypt [n]
	PIRANHAS AAHINPRS PIRANHA, voracious fish [n]
	RAINWASH AAHINRSW to wash material downhill by rain [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	SAHUAROS AAHORSSU SAHUARO, saguaro (tall cactus) [n]
	SAMBHARS AABHMRSS SAMBHAR, sambar (large Asian deer) [n]
	SHADRACH AACDHHRS mass of unfused material in hearth of blast furnace [n -S]
	SHAGBARK AABGHKRS hardwood tree [n -S]
	SHALWARS AAHLRSSW SHALWAR, pair of loose trousers worn by some women of India [n]
	SHARABLE AABEHLRS SHARE, to have, get, or use in common with another or others [adj]
	SHARIAHS AAHHIRSS SHARIAH, sharia (Islamic law based on Koran) [n]
	SHARIATS AAHIRSST SHARIAT, sharia (Islamic law based on Koran) [n]
	SHAWARMA AAAHMRSW sandwich of lamb or chicken, vegetables, and often tahini wrapped in pita bread [n -S]
	SHIKARAS AAHIKRSS SHIKARA, light, flat-bottomed boat in Kashmir [n]
	SRADDHAS AADDHRSS SRADDHA, sradha (Hindu ceremonial offering) [n]
	SRIRACHA AACHIRRS chili sauce [n -S]
	STRAMASH AAHMRSST uproar (state of noisy excitement and confusion) [n -ES]
	STRAWHAT AAHRSTTW pertaining to summer theater situated in resort area [adj]
	SUBAHDAR AABDHRSU governor of subah [n -S]
	TARABISH AABHIRST type of card game [n -ES]
	TRACHEAS AACEHRST TRACHEA, passage for conveying air to lungs [n]
	TRASHMAN AAHMNRST person who removes trash [n -MEN]
	TREHALAS AAEHLRST TREHALA, sweet, edible substance forming pupal case of certain weevils [n]
	WARHEADS AADEHRSW WARHEAD, front part of missile containing explosive [n]
	WARPATHS AAHPRSTW WARPATH, route taken by attacking Native Americans [n]
	WASHRAGS AAGHRSSW WASHRAG, small cloth used for washing oneself [n]
	SCOTT
	BISCOTTI BCIIOSTT BISCOTTO, crisp, anise-flavored cookie [n]
	BISCOTTO BCIOOSTT crisp, anise-flavored cookie [n -TTI]
	BITSTOCK BCIKOSTT brace on drill [n -S]
	BITTOCKS BCIKOSTT BITTOCK, small amount [n]
	BOYCOTTS BCOOSTTY BOYCOTT, to refuse to buy [v]
	BUTTOCKS BCKOSTTU BUTTOCK, either of two rounded parts of rump [n]
	CALOTTES ACELOSTT CALOTTE, skullcap (close-fitting cap) [n]
	CASTRATO AACORSTT singer castrated in boyhood [n -TI, -S]
	CATBOATS AABCOSTT CATBOAT, small sailboat [n]
	CATTALOS AACLOSTT CATTALO, catalo (hybrid between buffalo and cow) [n]
	CAVETTOS ACEOSTTV CAVETTO, concave molding [n]
	CITATORS ACIORSTT CITATOR, one that cites (to quote as authority or example) [n]
	COATTEST ACEOSTTT to attest jointly [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	COCOTTES CCEOOSTT COCOTTE, prostitute [n]
	CONSTANT ACNNOSTT something that does not vary [n -S]
	CONTACTS ACCNOSTT CONTACT, to communicate with [v]
	CONTENTS CENNOSTT CONTENT, to satisfy (to provide fully with what is desired, expected, or needed) [v]
	CONTESTS CENOSSTT CONTEST, to compete for [v]
	CONTEXTS CENOSTTX CONTEXT, part of discourse in which particular word or phrase appears [n]
	CONTORTS CNOORSTT CONTORT, to twist out of shape [v]
	CONTRAST ACNORSTT to place in opposition to set off differences [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	CORNETTS CENORSTT CORNETT, cornetto (musical wind instrument) [n]
	COTTAGES ACEGOSTT COTTAGE, to vacation at small house [v]
	COTTIERS CEIORSTT COTTIER, cottar (tenant farmer) [n]
	COUTHEST CEHOSTTU COUTH, sophisticated [adj]
	CROSTATA AACORSTT type of fruit tart [n -S]
	CRYOSTAT ACORSTTY refrigerating device [n -S]
	CULOTTES CELOSTTU CULOTTE, divided skirt [n]
	FATSTOCK ACFKOSTT livestock that is fat and ready for market [n -S]
	FUTTOCKS CFKOSTTU FUTTOCK, curved timber in frame of wooden ship [n]
	MATTOCKS ACKMOSTT MATTOCK, digging tool [n]
	OBSTRUCT BCORSTTU to get in way of [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	OCTETTES CEEOSTTT OCTETTE, octet (group of eight) [n]
	OPTICIST CIIOPSTT one engaged in study of light and vision [n -S]
	OSCITANT ACINOSTT yawning [adj]
	OSTEITIC CEIIOSTT OSTEITIS, inflammation of bone [adj]
	OTOCYSTS COOSSTTY OTOCYST, organ of balance in many invertebrates [n]
	OUTCASTE ACEOSTTU to expel from their caste [v -D, -TEING, -TING, -S]
	OUTCASTS ACOSSTTU OUTCAST, one that is cast out [n] / outcast [v]
	PROTECTS CEOPRSTT PROTECT, to keep from harm, attack, or injury [v]
	RICOTTAS ACIORSTT RICOTTA, Italian cheese [n]
	SCOTTIES CEIOSSTT SCOTTIE, short-legged terrier [n]
	SHORTCUT CHORSTTU to take shorter or quicker way [v SHORTCUT, -TTING, -S]
	SOCKETTE CEEKOSTT very short sock [n -S]
	STACCATO AACCOSTT musical passage marked by short, clear-cut playing of tones [n -TI, -S]
	STENOTIC CEINOSTT STENOSIS, narrowing of bodily passage [adj]
	STICKOUT CIKOSTTU one that is conspicuous [n -S]
	STICTION CIINOSTT force required to begin to move body that is in contact with another body [n -S]
	STOCCATA AACCOSTT stoccado (thrust with rapier) [n -S]
	STOCKIST CIKOSSTT one who stocks goods (something that is good) [n -S]
	STOCKPOT CKOOPSTT pot in which broth is prepared [n -S]
	STOMATIC ACIMOSTT pertaining to mouth [adj]
	STONECUT CENOSTTU print made from image engraved on stone [n -S]
	STRONTIC CINORSTT STRONTIA, chemical compound [adj]
	TACTIONS ACINOSTT TACTION, act of touching (to be in or come into contact with) [n]
	TIPSTOCK CIKOPSTT part of gun [n -S]
	TOCCATAS AACCOSTT TOCCATA, musical composition usually for organ [n]
	TONETICS CEINOSTT phonetic study of tone in language [n -S]
	TOPCOATS ACOOPSTT TOPCOAT, lightweight overcoat [n]
	TRACTORS ACORRSTT TRACTOR, motor vehicle used in farming [n]
	SHARON
	ALPHORNS AHLNOPRS ALPHORN, wooden horn used by Swiss herdsmen [n]
	ALTHORNS AHLNORST ALTHORN, brass wind instrument [n]
	ANAPHORS AAHNOPRS ANAPHOR, word or phrase that takes reference from preceding word or phrase [n]
	BODHRANS ABDHNORS BODHRAN, Irish drum [n]
	CHANTORS ACHNORST CHANTOR, chanter (one that chants (to sing)) [n]
	HARDNOSE ADEHNORS stubborn person [n -S]
	HARPOONS AHNOOPRS HARPOON, to strike with barbed spear [v]
	HOARSENS AEHNORSS HOARSEN, to make hoarse [v]
	HORSEMAN AEHMNORS one who rides horse [n -MEN]
	MENORAHS AEHMNORS MENORAH, candleholder used in Jewish worship [n]
	MONARCHS ACHMNORS MONARCH, absolute ruler [n]
	NOMARCHS ACHMNORS NOMARCH, head of nome [n]
	ORANGISH AGHINORS of somewhat orange color [adj]
	RAMSHORN AHMNORRS snail used as aquarium scavenger [n -S]
	RHAMNOSE AEHMNORS sugar found in plants [n -S]
	SAXHORNS AHNORSSX SAXHORN, brass wind instrument [n]
	SENHORAS AEHNORSS SENHORA, married Portuguese or Brazilian woman [n]
	STAGHORN AGHNORST stag's horn used for knife handle [n -S]
	STEVE
	AVERTERS AEERRSTV AVERTER, one that averts (to turn away) [n]
	CHEVRETS CEEHRSTV CHEVRET, chevre (cheese made from goat's milk) [n]
	COVETERS CEEORSTV COVETER, one that covets (to desire greatly) [n]
	CUVETTES CEESTTUV CUVETTE, small tube or vessel [n]
	DEVESTED DDEEESTV DEVEST, to divest (to strip or deprive of anything) [v]
	DEVIATES ADEEISTV DEVIATE, to turn aside from course or norm [v]
	DEVOTEES DEEEOSTV DEVOTEE, ardent follower or supporter [n]
	DIVESTED DDEEISTV DIVEST, to strip or deprive of anything [v]
	EGESTIVE EEEGISTV EGESTION, act of egesting (to discharge from body) [adj]
	ELATIVES AEEILSTV ELATIVE, adjectival form in some languages [n]
	ELEVATES AEEELSTV ELEVATE, to raise (to move to higher position) [v]
	ESTIVATE AEEISTTV to spend summer [v -D, -TING, -S]
	ESTOVERS EEORSSTV necessities allowed by law [n -S]
	EVENTERS EEENRSTV EVENTER, horse or rider competing in eventing [n]
	EVERTORS EEORRSTV EVERTOR, muscle that turns part outward [n]
	EVICTEES CEEEISTV EVICTEE, one that is evicted [n]
	EVILLEST EEILLSTV EVIL, morally bad [adj]
	EVOLUTES EELOSTUV EVOLUTE, type of geometric curve [n]
	HEAVIEST AEEHISTV HEAVY, having much weight [adj]
	HEAVYSET AEEHSTVY solidly built; stocky [adj]
	INVESTED DEEINSTV INVEST, to commit something of value for future profit [v]
	INVITEES EEIINSTV INVITEE, one that is invited [n]
	KVETCHES CEEHKSTV KVETCH, to complain (to express discontent) [v]
	LEAVIEST AEEILSTV LEAVY, leafy (covered with leaves) [adj]
	LEVERETS EEELRSTV LEVERET, young hare [n]
	LEVITIES EEIILSTV LEVITY, conduct characterized by lack of seriousness [n]
	LOVEFEST EEFLOSTV gathering to promote good feeling [n -S]
	LOVESEAT AEELOSTV small sofa for two persons [n -S]
	MISEVENT EEIMNSTV mishap (unfortunate accident) [n -S]
	NAIVETES AEEINSTV NAIVETE, quality of being naive (lacking sophistication) [n]
	NAVETTES AEENSTTV NAVETTE, gem cut in pointed oval form [n]
	NERVIEST EEINRSTV NERVY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj]
	OUTSERVE EEORSTUV to surpass in serving [v -D, -VING, -S]
	OVERBETS BEEORSTV OVERBET, to bet too much [v]
	OVEREATS AEEORSTV OVEREAT, to eat to excess [v]
	OVERLETS EELORSTV OVERLET, to let to excess [v]
	OVERSETS EEORSSTV OVERSET, to turn or tip over [v]
	OVERSTEP EEOPRSTV to go beyond [v -PPED, -PPING, -S]
	OVERWETS EEORSTVW OVERWET, to wet too much [v]
	PERVERTS EEPRRSTV PERVERT, to turn away from right course of action [v]
	PERVIEST EEIPRSTV PERVY, sexually perverted [adj]
	PREVENTS EENPRSTV PREVENT, to keep from happening [v]
	RAVENEST AEENRSTV RAVEN, glossy black [adj]
	REINVEST EEINRSTV to invest again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESTRIVE EEIRRSTV to strive again [v -ROVE, -N, -ING, -S]
	RESTROVE EEORRSTV RESTRIVE, to strive again [v]
	REVESTED DEEERSTV REVEST, to vest again [v]
	RIVETERS EEIRRSTV RIVETER, one that rivets (to fasten with type of metal bolt) [n]
	SEDATIVE ADEEISTV drug that induces calm state [n -S]
	SEVENTHS EEHNSSTV SEVENTH, one of seven equal parts [n]
	SEVEREST EEERSSTV SEVERE, unsparing in treatment of others [adj]
	SEVERITY EEIRSTVY quality or state of being severe [n -TIES]
	SIEVERTS EEIRSSTV SIEVERT, unit of ionizing radiation [n]
	SIRVENTE EEINRSTV satirical medieval song or poem [n -S]
	STEEVING EEGINSTV angular elevation of bowsprit from ship's keel [n -S] / STEEVE, to stow in hold of ship [v]
	SVELTELY EELLSTVY SVELTE, gracefully slender [adv]
	SVELTEST EELSSTTV SVELTE, gracefully slender [adj]
	TELEVISE EEEILSTV to broadcast by television (electronic system of transmitting images and sound) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	TRAVERSE AEERRSTV to pass across or through [v -D, -SING, -S]
	UNVESTED DEENSTUV not vested (to place in control of) [adj]
	VEALIEST AEEILSTV VEALY, immature (not fully grown or developed) [adj]
	VEDETTES DEEESTTV VEDETTE, small boat used for scouting [n]
	VEGETIST EEGISTTV one that eats only plant products [n -S]
	VEINIEST EEIINSTV VEINY, full of veins [adj]
	VEINLETS EEILNSTV VEINLET, small vein [n]
	VELOUTES EELOSTUV VELOUTE, type of sauce [n]
	VENTAGES AEEGNSTV VENTAGE, small opening [n]
	VENTLESS EELNSSTV having no vent [adj]
	VENTURES EENRSTUV VENTURE, to risk (to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss)) [v]
	VERITIES EEIIRSTV VERITY, truth (conformity to fact or reality) [n]
	VERSELET EEELRSTV short group of lines that form unit in poem or song [n -S]
	VERTEXES EEERSTVX VERTEX, highest point of something [n]
	VERTICES CEEIRSTV VERTEX, highest point of something [n]
	VESICATE ACEEISTV to blister (to cause blisters (skin swellings)) [v -D, -TING, -S]
	VESTIGES EEGISSTV VESTIGE, visible sign of something that is no longer in existence [n]
	VESTLESS EELSSSTV being without vest [adj]
	VESTLIKE EEIKLSTV resembling vest (short, sleeveless garment) [adj]
	VESTMENT EEMNSTTV one of ceremonial garments of clergy [n -S]
	VESTRIES EEIRSSTV VESTRY, room in which vestments are kept [n]
	VESTURED DEERSTUV VESTURE, to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v]
	VESTURES EERSSTUV VESTURE, to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v]
	VETERANS AEENRSTV VETERAN, former member of armed forces [n]
	VETIVERS EEIRSTVV VETIVER, Asian grass [n]
	VIDETTES DEEISTTV VIDETTE, vedette (small boat used for scouting) [n]
	VIEWIEST EEIISTVW VIEWY, showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj]
	VITESSES EEISSSTV VITESSE, speed [n]
	VORTEXES EEORSTVX VORTEX, whirling mass of fluid [n]
	VOTELESS EELOSSTV having no vote [adj]
	WAVELETS AEELSTVW WAVELET, small wave [n]
	SUSAN
	ANCHUSAS AACHNSSU ANCHUSA, hairy-stemmed plant [n]
	ANESTRUS AENRSSTU period of sexual dormancy [n -RI]
	ANIMUSES AEIMNSSU ANIMUS, feeling of hostility [n]
	ANKUSHES AEHKNSSU ANKUSH, ankus (elephant goad) [n]
	ANSEROUS AENORSSU silly (showing lack of good sense) [adj]
	ANURESES AEENRSSU ANURESIS, inability to urinate [n]
	ANURESIS AEINRSSU inability to urinate [n -SES]
	ARSENOUS AENORSSU pertaining to arsenic (metallic element) [adj]
	ARSONOUS ANOORSSU ARSON, malicious or fraudulent burning of property [adj]
	ASSUMING AGIMNSSU ASSUME, to take on [v]
	ASSURING AGINRSSU ASSURE, to insure (to guarantee against loss) [v]
	ASTOUNDS ADNOSSTU ASTOUND, to amaze (to overwhelm with surprise or wonder) [v]
	CANTUSES ACENSSTU CANTUS, style of church music [n]
	DANSEURS ADENRSSU DANSEUR, male ballet dancer [n]
	DANSEUSE ADEENSSU female ballet dancer [n -S]
	DUSTPANS ADNPSSTU DUSTPAN, pan for holding swept dust [n]
	FAUNISTS AFINSSTU FAUNIST, specialist on faunas [n]
	FUSTIANS AFINSSTU FUSTIAN, cotton fabric [n]
	GUANASES AAEGNSSU GUANASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n]
	HUSBANDS ABDHNSSU HUSBAND, to spend wisely [v]
	INSULARS AILNRSSU INSULAR, islander (one that lives on island) [n]
	INULASES AEILNSSU INULASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n]
	ISSUANCE ACEINSSU act of issuing (to come forth) [n -S]
	MEDUSANS ADEMNSSU MEDUSAN, medusa (jellyfish) [n]
	MUSTANGS AGMNSSTU MUSTANG, wild horse [n]
	NAUSEOUS AENOSSUU affected with nausea [adj]
	NUTCASES ACENSSTU NUTCASE, crazy person [n]
	NUTGRASS AGNRSSTU perennial herb [n -ES]
	OSMUNDAS ADMNOSSU OSMUNDA, osmund (any of genus of large ferns) [n]
	OUTSPANS ANOPSSTU OUTSPAN, to unharness draft animal [v]
	PUISSANT AINPSSTU powerful (possessing great force) [adj]
	QUASSINS AINQSSSU QUASSIN, medicinal compound obtained from wood of quassia [n]
	SANCTUMS ACMNSSTU SANCTUM, sacred place [n]
	SANDBURS ABDNRSSU SANDBUR, annual herb [n]
	SANDSPUR ADNPRSSU sandbur (annual herb) [n -S]
	SANTOKUS AKNOSSTU SANTOKU, Japanese kitchen knife [n]
	SANTOURS ANORSSTU SANTOUR, santir (Persian dulcimer) [n]
	SASANQUA AAANQSSU Japanese camellia [n -S]
	SAUNTERS AENRSSTU SAUNTER, to walk in leisurely manner [v]
	SAURIANS AAINRSSU SAURIAN, any of suborder of reptiles [n]
	SCALENUS ACELNSSU muscle of neck [n -NI]
	SENARIUS AEINRSSU Greek or Latin verse consisting of six metrical feet [n -II]
	SINUATES AEINSSTU SINUATE, to curve in and out [v]
	SOLANUMS ALMNOSSU SOLANUM, any of genus of herbs and shrubs [n]
	SOUTANES AENOSSTU SOUTANE, cassock (long garment worn by clergymen) [n]
	SPANSULE AELNPSSU trademark [n -S]
	STANDUPS ADNPSSTU STANDUP, comic monologue by performer alone on stage [n]
	STANNOUS ANNOSSTU pertaining to tin [adj]
	STANNUMS AMNNSSTU STANNUM, tin [n]
	STUNSAIL AILNSSTU type of sail [n -S]
	SUASIONS AINOSSSU SUASION, persuasion [n]
	SUBBASIN ABBINSSU section of area drained by river [n -S]
	SUBCLANS ABCLNSSU SUBCLAN, subdivision of clan [n]
	SUBDEANS ABDENSSU SUBDEAN, subordinate dean [n]
	SUBNASAL AABLNSSU situated under nose [adj]
	SUBPENAS ABENPSSU SUBPENA, to subpoena (to summon with type of judicial writ) [v]
	SULTANAS AALNSSTU SULTANA, sultan's wife [n]
	SUMMANDS ADMMNSSU SUMMAND, addend (number to be added to another) [n]
	SUNBATHS ABHNSSTU SUNBATH, exposure to sunlight [n]
	SUNBEAMS ABEMNSSU SUNBEAM, beam of sunlight [n]
	SUNCARES ACENRSSU SUNCARE, protection of skin from damage by sun [n]
	SUNDIALS ADILNSSU SUNDIAL, type of time-telling device [n]
	SUNGLASS AGLNSSSU lens for concentrating sun's rays in order to produce heat [n -ES]
	SUNLAMPS ALMNPSSU SUNLAMP, lamp that radiates ultraviolet rays [n]
	SUNLANDS ADLNNSSU SUNLAND, area marked by great amount of sunshine [n]
	SUNSCALD ACDLNSSU injury of woody plants caused by sun [n -S]
	SUNSHADE ADEHNSSU something used as protection from sun [n -S]
	SUNSTARS ANRSSSTU SUNSTAR, type of starfish (star-shaped marine animal) [n]
	SUNTRAPS ANPRSSTU SUNTRAP, pleasantly sunny sheltered place [n]
	SUNWARDS ADNRSSUW sunward (toward sun) [adv]
	SURNAMES AEMNRSSU SURNAME, to give family name to [v]
	SUSTAINS AINSSSTU SUSTAIN, to maintain by providing with food and drink [v]
	TAUTNESS AENSSTTU state of being taut (fully stretched, so as not to be slack) [n -ES]
	TSUNAMIS AIMNSSTU TSUNAMI, very large ocean wave [n]
	UNCLASPS ACLNPSSU UNCLASP, to free from clasp [v]
	UNCLASSY ACLNSSUY not classy (stylish; elegant) [adj]
	UNLASHES AEHLNSSU UNLASH, to untie lashing (type of binding) of [v]
	UNSAFEST AEFNSSTU UNSAFE, not safe (free from danger) [adj]
	UNSNARLS ALNNRSSU UNSNARL, to untangle (to free from tangles) [v]
	UNSPEAKS AEKNPSSU UNSPEAK, to unsay (to retract something said) [v]
	UNSTACKS ACKNSSTU UNSTACK, to remove from stack [v]
	UNSTATES AENSSTTU UNSTATE, to deprive of status [v]
	UNSTRAPS ANPRSSTU UNSTRAP, to remove strap from [v]
	UNSWEARS AENRSSUW UNSWEAR, to retract something sworn [v]
	UPSTANDS ADNPSSTU UPSTAND, to stand up on one's feet [v]
	URANISMS AIMNRSSU URANISM, homosexuality [n]
	USAUNCES ACENSSUU USAUNCE, usance (usage (firmly established and generally accepted practice or procedure)) [n]
	TOMMY
	METONYMS EMMNOSTY METONYM, word used in metonymy [n]
	METONYMY EMMNOTYY type of figure of speech [n -MIES]
	MOMENTLY ELMMNOTY from moment to moment [adv]
	MYCETOMA ACEMMOTY fungous infection [n -S, -TA]
	MYOTOMES EMMOOSTY MYOTOME, portion of embryonic somite [n]
	MYXOMATA AAMMOTXY MYXOMA, tumor composed of mucous tissue [n]
	SYMPTOMS MMOPSSTY SYMPTOM, indication of something [n]
	THYMOMAS AHMMOSTY THYMOMA, tumor arising from thymus tissue [n]
	TOMMYCOD CDMMOOTY tomcod (marine fish) [n -S]
	TOMMYROT MMOORTTY nonsense (behavior or language that is meaningless or absurd) [n -S]

